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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to examine the student-teaching practicum as an

opportunity for professional growth for associate-teachers. Three associate-teachers from

one school board in southern Ontario were purposefiiUy selected to participate in the

study. Participants were interviewed before and after one 4-week teaching practicirai.

They were asked to keep a reflective journal during the practicum, and provided with

questions to guide their reflection. j: s i i -

The literature suggests that meaningfiU professional development is contextual

and requires reflection on practice. For example, Schon's (1987b) hall of mirrors

phenomenon occurs when teachers reflect on their own practice while observing and

guiding the practice of others. Findings from this study suggest the teaching practicum

has the potential to be a valuable professional development opportunity for associate-

teachers, but that the university and the school board affiliated with the participants do

not conceptualize it as such. As well, the research suggests that although all participants

found the teaching practicimi valuable, the extent to which they were able to grow

professionally depended on their professional personality. In addition, it was found that

the reflective journal enhanced opportunities for associate teacher reflection. This

research suggests that universities and school boards may wish to consider the student-

teacher practicum as a professional development opportunity.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

The purpose of this study was to examine the potential of the associate-

teacher/student-teacher relationship as a professional development opportunity for

practicing teachers. Historically, this relationship was viewed as one in which the -

associate-teacher teaches the student-teacher. However, research focused on mentoring

suggests that the novice-master relationship is mutually beneficial (Zeek, Foote &

Walker, 2001). Because this relationship lends itselfto dialogue and collaboration, it

leads logically to a study that focuses on this relationship. ,, . ,^ if^ .vi^vJt *( i^^

This chapter outlines the background to the problem, the purpose ofthe study, and

the questions that guided the research. It also outlines the rationale for the study, the

theoretical framework used, the scope and limitations ofthe study, and an outline ofhow

this thesis document is organized.
.. h. -u, . > , .,^

Background to the Problem

According to a survey conducted for the Canadian Teacher's Federation (CTF), 9

out of 10 Canadian teachers were involved in professional development activities in 2000

(Canadian Teachers' Federation, 2001). Ofthose surveyed, 77 % attended a conference,

60 % attended seminars, 53 % attended courses, 19 % were conpleting master's degrees,

10 % were completing bachelor's degrees, and 17 % attended other professional

development activities (Canadian Teachers' Federation). In addition, more than 70 % had

spent an average of $820.00 oftheir personal funds on professional development

activities (Canadian Teachers' Federation). This suggests that teachers generally accept

the need to remain current in their profession, and that they engage in activities that
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enhance their teaching skills. In addition, to teacher-driven professional development,

school boards typically set aside ilinds for mandated professional development activities.

Professional development has been a long-standing area of interest for provincial

governments. When The Royal Commission on Learning (RCL) released its final report.

For the Love ofLearning (1995), it outlined a new vision for education in Ontario.

(Ministry ofEducation, January: 1995). The section of the Report that focused on

teacher professionalization and development stated, -r^ \ .wt^iti^ •>

...no serious reform of schools is possible without the enthusiastic participation

ofteachers. Teachers are the heroes ofeducation, but they must have greater

support in playing their vital and difficult roles ... An Ontario College of i*ie

Teachers should be established as an independent professional body to determine

professional standards and be responsible for certifying teachers and for

accrediting teacher education programs. (Ontario Ministry of Education: January,

1995). .- .y;.:u ^r

The report highlighted the essential role that teachers play in educational reform, and it

set the stage for a renewed focus on teacher professional development. =
<

By February 1995, the province moved to establish a College of Teachers (the

College) as an "important initiative [to] ensure that the teaching profession will be fully

accountable to the public it serves" (Ontario Ministry of Education: November, 1995). In

May 2000, the College mandated the Ontario Teacher Testing Program (OTTP) and,

under the Stability and Excellence in Education Act, 2001, the Ontario Professional

Learning Program (PLP). Under the PLP, all teachers certified in Ontario were required

to complete a program of professional development to maintain their teaching license.
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Every teacher was required to successfully complete 14 credits, seven prescribed by the

College, and seven electives, during a 5-year cycle. Each course included an assessment

component. Course lengths varied but each course was at least 5 hours long. By

September 1, 2001, approximately 48,000 Ontario teachers started their first learning

cycle. The remaining 148,000 members started their cycle September 1, 2002 (Ontario

Ministry of Education: June, 2001).

Problems related to mandating professional development were identified

following the release ofthe RCLs (1993) Report. For example, Boak (1995) warned

against mandatory professional development and questioned the value ofa deficit model

that assumed teachers were not staying current with professional practice. As well, the

Elementary Teacher's Federation of Ontario (ETFO) argued that PLPs undermined

professionalism and were not sensitive to individual teacher's needs, current work

assignment, or the stage of their career. Overall, they concluded that the PLP was overly

prescriptive and gratuitously tied mandatory professional development to certification

(ETFO, 2001).

Although the ETFO (2001) and the CTF (2003) recognized the importance of

teacher accountability for student success, they did not accept teacher recertification

programs or heightened public attention on teacher competency issues as an effective

means for establishing it. The ETFO (2001) proposed positive alternatives for

professional development including a professional growth plan for professional

development and a teacher evaluation model linked to ongoii^ professional development.

The CTF recommended a move away from the cult of testing (the Ministry was

J"',!"
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promoting) to a constructive culture ofprofessional accountability that was not mandated,

regulated, or prescribed. .-<
. i .. uurni^ .-

Eight years later, in April 2004, a newly elected Liberal government passed the

PLP Cancellation Act, 2004. On December 16, 2004, in an Open Letter to Provincial

Parliament, Gerard Kennedy, then Minister ofEducation and Training, described the PLP

as premised on diflawedfoundation for professional development. Subsequently, in

August 2005, Kennedy outlined alternative approaches for 'teacher learning,' which he

noted were based on respect and treating teachers as professionals. In this way, the

Liberals changed the government tone away from one ofteacher accountability (as

defmed by the previous government) to one ofteacher professionalism. w . *

As a teacher with 5 years of experience, I observed the proposal and brief : •.

implementation by the Ontario government ofa technical model of professional

development. At this time, my interest in meaningful professional development surfaced;

it appeared to me that the model ofeducational reform via mandated professional

development was flawed and I began to research more meaningful approaches,

specifically, approaches that promoted professional development through reflective

practice. As a practicing teacher, I was interested in professional development that was

neither prescriptive nor imposed. This led me to wonder if existing relationships within

the school context, and, more specifically, within the classroom, could provide the basis

for meaningful professional development. I noticed that when I attended board mandated

professional development workshops, the banter among my colleagues was typically

critical. Teachers resented being removed from their classrooms. The "presentation

pamphlets" that outlined government and/or our school board's expectations related to
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ped^ogy always left me wondering how and when we would have the time to implement

these new initiatives. Still, these workshops provided an excellent outlet for professional

dialogue and collaboration with colleagues that was engaging and reflective.

In my experience, the professional dialogue, collaboration, and networks

established at these workshops were more meaningfiil to my professional practice and

professionalism than the actual content focus ofthe workshops. The issue that presented

itselfto me was the need to examine existing teaching relationships that promote

collaboration and reflection. The student-teacher practicum came to mind as an

opportunity for professional development that remained largely unexplored. The

practicum keeps teachers in their classrooms and is already in place. In this way, I

wondered if a teaching practicum could provide a sense ofcollaboration and reflection

for practicing teachers and, more specifically, do associate-teachers perceive any - J v

professional growth benefits during the teaching practicum experience?

Statement of the Problem Situation

In Ontario and elsewhere, educators are asked to take part in mandated

professional development. However, other avenues ofprofessional growth that focus on

teacher reflection and collaboration through building communities of practice should also

be explored (Lieberman, 1996; SchOn, 1996). Rich opportunities for meaningftil •

professional growth may be developed through the associate-teacher/student-teacher

relationship. Historically, this relationship has been viewed as one in which the associate-

teacher teaches the student-teacher. Yet, research suggests that mentoring is a reciprocal

process that benefits the mentor as much as the mentored (Ross, 2006; Stevens, 1995;

Walker-Hopp, 2002). Walker-Hopp explicitly states that mentoring relationships result in
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learning and growing together, knowing self, and making a commitment. Ifthis is true,

the teaching practicum may provide a taken-for-granted opportunity for professional

development. Because research suggests that teachers are often dissatisfied with

mandated professional development (Lieberman,1996; Hargreaves, 2007) there is reason

to investigate alternative opportunities. <», . , *

k Purpose of the Study

The purpose ofthis study was to examine the potential benefits ofthe associate-

teacher/student-teacher relationship as an opportunity for teacher professional r i > •
:

development. Because the relationship between associate-teacher and student-teacher

lends itselfto collaboration and reflectivity, it may lead logically to a study of this nature.

Research Questions . «
'

The main question that guided this study was: Can the teaching practicum provide

a valuable professional development opportunity for associate-teachers? More specific

questions were: / im/ !':.-

(a) What are the perceived benefits ofthe teaching practicum? - • '^

(b) Do associate-teachers feel they reflect more thoroughly on their practice after

they have been asked to keep a reflective journal?

(c) Can the teaching practicum be conceptualized as a valuable professional

growth opportunity by associate-teachers? v. *

Rationale •

Teachers need access to professional development opportunities that are problem

based and learner centred, and occur throughout their teaching careers (Atkinson &

Colby, 2006). The need for this type ofongoing professional development is reflected in
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new trends, that involve teachers as both teachers and learners. Darling-Hammond (1995)

recommends a vision ofprofessional development that is continuous, inquiry-based, and

coUegial. This vision incorporates reflection, collaboration, coaching, and collective

problem solving that is based on problems of practice. ^ .
* ..^

Research suggests that mentor teachers grow from their experiences as mentors

(Atkinson & Colby, 2006; Ross, 2006; Stevens, 1995; Walker-Hopp, 2002; Zeek, et. al.,

2001), particularly when it is site-based and viewed as more relevant and meaningfiil to

teacher learning as compared to traditional "pull out" professional development (Olsen,

2007). In Canada, the associate-teacher assumes a mentor-type role that is situated in the

school environment and, more specifically, in the classroom. Professional development in

the classroom can provide an opportunity that is authentic to the teacher, is embedded

within the school, and is respectful to the individual autonomy ofteacher learning

(Darling-Hammond, 1995; Koutselini, 2008). The literature suggests that the opportunity

for the associate-teacher to gain a rich professional development experience has been

taken for granted and not been exhaustively explored (Atkinson & Colby, 2006; Olsen,

2007; Ross, 2002; Stevens, 1995; Zeek, et al., 2001). This research sought to address this

gap by focusing attention on the experience of three associate-teachers in one 4-week

practicum. .
<

. v,?r. . mw-.

Theoretical Framework

This research was informed by the literature on reflective practice and reflective

joumaling (SchSn 1987a, 1987b). SchOn (1987a) argues that practitioners must work

towards being in a perpetual state of reflection during and after their teaching practice.

He refers to this as reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action. Reflection-in-action
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tends to occur after a stirprise, or unplanned event, which occurs during a planned or

routine activity (SchSn, 1983), In this way, reflection-on-action happens spontaneously

and involves quick thinking and flexibility. Subsequently, reflection-on-action refers to

the reflectivity on action that may happen momentarily or several hours after the

reflection-in-action has occurred. According to Schon (1987a), reflection-on-action does

not always occur. ....-^ -c
^

;.,.';,;

One way to fecilitate reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action is through what

SchOn (1987b) refers to as a 'reflective practicum', a situation where people learn by

doing in a virtual world. The virtual world is described as a world of practice, but is not

the world ofpractice. The teaching practicum sets up this virtual world of practice for

both the associate-teacher and the student-teacher. In it, the teacher becomes the coach

who creates dialogue that demonstrates learning by doing. During the reflective -«?>

practicum, the dialogue between coach and student becomes a dialogue of reciprocal

reflection-in-action where each is reflecting on, and responding to, the message received

from one another. The reflective practicum acts as a "hall of mirrors" because the teacher

ofthe student-teacher is also a student. The teaching practicum provides an opportunity

for the associate-teacher to experience a reflective practicum, and possibly, the "hall of

mirrors" phenomenon (SchOn). The "hall of mirrors" provides a way to mediate between

espoused theory and theory-in-use. ,
. , < .

•

•

SchOn's (1983, 1987a) notion of a reflective practicum is adapted in Cohon and

Sparks-Langer's (1993) coUegial environment fi-amework. Their framework supports

reflective decision making by encouraging reflective dialogue through collaboration. The

framework is more specifically directed towards helping associate-teachers develop a
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collegial environment that supports the reflective practice of student-teachers. It also

provides a model for reflecting on self practice.

Scope and Limitations

This study focused on the experiences and insights ofthree associate-teachers

from one school board in southern Ontario. Data were collected over an 8-w^eek period

before, during and after one teaching practicum in 2004. Data collection focused on

participants' reflective journals, semistructured interviews conducted with associate-

teachers before and after the practicum, and the researchers' reflexive journal. This

research provided a snapshot ofthe experiences and reflections of three associate-

teachers during one 4-week practicum. It did not include the perceptions of student-

teachers, except as reflected on by associate-teachers.

Because I (the researcher) am also a practicing teacher, I went into this study with

researcher bias. Experience had led me to conclude that formal professional development

opportimities were often ineffective and that situating professional development

opportunities in the school environment would probably make it more meaningful for

teachers. Therefore, it could be argued that I foimd what I was looking for. To guard

against this, I made note of bias in my reflexive journal, and remained aware of it in my

data analysis and peer debriefing. • -^^

Outline of Remaining Document

The remainder ofthis document is divided into four chapters. Chapter Two

provides a review of relevant literature focused on professional development. It begins by

highlighting professional development as advocated by Sch6n (1983, 1987a), Darling-

Hammond (1996), and Lieberman (1996). It reviews relevant literature on professional
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10

development that incorporates collaboration and reflection and suggests the associate-

teacher/student-teacher relationship provides an opportunity for a practical professional

experience that is focused on collaboration and reflection.

Chapter Three details the research methodology and design that was used to

collect and analyse data for this study. It includes information on site and participant

selection, methods ofdata collection, and analysis. Chapter Four presents the findings

and interpretations of the study. Throughout the study participant personalities

inductively emerged. The three participemts are identified as the Synergist, Professional

Role Model, and Realist. The chapter is organized by the major themes that were used to

analyze the data deductively. Overall, all three participants perceived many benefits to

having a student-teacher in their classroom. These benefits can be summarized on a

continuum ranging from practical to reflective. Chapter Five outUnes how this

investigation will contribute to the literature on professional development. More

specifically, this study contributes to professional development literature that focuses on

collaboration and reflection. In addition, this chapter ofiFers recommendations to the

government, universities, and school boards about relevant, contextual professional

development.

Definition of Terms

Associate-Teacher -a mentor teacher who provides a beginning teacher with

authentic learning experiences within a teaching practicum

Professional Development -an activity or workshop that provides an opportunity

to provide for new skill acquisition or skill refinement.
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Professional Growth and Professional Learning- the learning that occurs through a

reflective means. This learning typically involves framing and reframing, and

deconstructing and/or reconstructing new knowledge.

Student-Teacher- a novice teacher who is attending a Faculty of Education to

become a certified teacher.

Teaching Practicum- the 4-week period during which an associate-teacher accepts

a student-teacher into their classroom to provide students with practical teaching

experience. '
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE

This chapter provides an overview ofthe literature on professional development

and reflective practice. It is divided into six sections. The first section reviews the history

of professional development in North America; the second compares two competing

approaches to professional development; the third focuses on meaningful professional

development; the fourth reviews reflective practice as the means to effective professional

growth; and the fifth highlights coUegial work environments. The final section ofthis

chapter reviews transactional inquiry as a way for teachers to construct professional

knowledge. .v= ;; «*5«5,»k.,; t
"< n

-vp'^ » • A Brief History of Professional Development t^>^ t •«. -M

In North America, the demand for greater responsibility and accountability ofthe

professions, including education, began to emerge in the 1960s (Cervero, 2001). Cervero

notes this focus was a reaction to a larger 'crisis of legitimacy' that loomed over the

professions between 1963 and 1982, and that remains into the present day. This crisis

arose, in part, as a reaction to the successfiil launch ofthe Soviet Satellite Sputnik I in

1957. Sputnik caught the American public off-guard, and marked the beginning ofthe

USAJSSR space race. The fear that the Soviet Union had the technology to also launch

ballistic missiles linked scientific knowledge and technological advancement to national

security (Bybee, 1997; Finley, 2000). Following Sputnik, the US "perceived itselfas

scientifically, technologically, militarily, and economically weak" (Bybee, 1997, f 2) and

consequently, public sector reforms, including educational reforms, were generally

supported by the public. ^ , ''-^'f-
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From 1960 to 1980, continuing education for professionals took root, initially as

lifelong learning plans. In the 1970s, as part of this trend, professional relicensing and

recertification became common practice. By the 1980s, Cervero (2001) notes that

continuing education became formalized in medicine, engineering, accounting, law,

pharmacy, veterinary medicine, and education. Over time the term used to describe

continuing education changed from 'in-service-education' to 'staff development' to

'professional development' (Cervero). In all cases, continuing education viewed the

teacher as a passive consumer ofprepackaged information. In this way, professional f

development or continuing education was deUvered in a technical and rational nature. In

the 1990s continuing education still did not meet the changing needs ofprofessionals

(Cervero). Lieberman and Wood (2001) describe the history ofprofessional development

in education as a landscape littered with felled approaches. Similarly, Borko (2004) note

that professional development is "woefully inadequate" and does not take into account

how teachers learn. i^ir/uV •.} ' s !.r,">>'^?srri-,i5a<^5

Scribner (1 999) argues that continuing education is largely geared to the

acquisition ofknowledge that is situated within an academic and policy laden context.

He notes that this type ofknowledge acquisition is the foci of school in-services that

reflect district or state reform agendas. Borko (2004) also suggests that professional

development of this nature is intellectually fragmented and superficial. The problem, as

identified by Scribner (1999), is that district and state policies privilege formal and state

poUcies over less formal professional development opportunities. They do this by

requiring professional development credits to advance up the salary scale and for license

renewal. Consequently, teachers are required to focus on learning activities they often
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view as ineflfective (Scribner). The demand for measurable goals has led to a technical,

mechanistic view ofprofessional development that has the potential to reduce teacher

knowledge to observable, preconstructed, trainable items that allude to a deficit model

rather than an autonomous, reflective, and enqwwering one (Fenwick, 2001). This type

ofprofessional development is referred to by Schon (1982) as technical rational in nature.

In this way, professional development is typically conceptualized with reference to

technical workshops, and to formal presentations and expertise.

The technical rational approach that came to dominate professional development

assumed that every problem has a fixed means to a correct and specific end. This model

views the most important knowledge as scientifically based. SchOn (1983) identifies a

paradox of professional learning models, that is, there are presently two con^eting

models, each imder girded by different assumptions. The techniced rational model

promotes proscriptive and mandated programs that have a technical basis that dictate

clear, objective, and measurable outcomes (Fenwick, 2001). It supports regulated

mandated professional learning which, according to Fenwick and Wien and Dudley-

Marling (1998), threatens to demoralize professional efficacy and empowerment through

the systems of surveillance and control it supports. Still, this model remains the dominant

one in education and is reinforced by government imposed standards-based curriculxmi,

standardized testing, standardized report cards, and teacher recertification programs

(Taylor, 2001). These strategies for school reform do not support nor authenticate the

importance ofteacher learning and reflection in professional development (Lieberman,

1996). The other model ofprofessional development promotes a theory of reflective

practice.
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From Technical Rationality to Reflection-in-Action

From the 1980s on, Schon (1983, 1987a) has argued for a more contextually

driven, reflective approach to professional development. He criticized the technical

rational approach for its failure to provide opportunities for educators to reflect on their

own teaching practice. SchOn views teaching as a craft, not something that can be

proscribed or dictated. He advocated for an epistemology of practice that places the

technical aspects ofteaching within a context of reflective inquiry. . p.i "*'»« m-

SchSn (1987a) argues that practitioners must work towards a perpetual state of

reflection during and after their teaching practice. He refers to this as reflection-in-action

and reflection-on-action. Reflection-in-action tends to occur after a surprise during a

plarmed or routine activity (SchSn, 1983). For example, in the classroom when a master

teacher constructs new ways of setting problems, it may take the form ofhow student

behaviour is managed, the way questions are asked and responded to during a lesson, and

how teacher's modify student work to accommodate their individual needs. According to

Schdn (1982) the process of reflection-in-action is "central to the 'art' by which

practitioners sometimes deal well with situations of imcertainty, instability, uniqueness

and value conflict" (p. 50). Reflection-in-action is valuable but does not in itself improve

practice.
*

A.l;, ?;/:;, •^^t';<',v ;t^' •• ^. ' '^ ::,.."-*'

Reflection-on-action refers to the reflectivity on action that may happen

momentarily or several hours after the reflection-m-action occurred. Reflection-on-action

provides an opportunity for the kind of reflective practice that fecilitates professional

growth. Ershler (2001) states that "experience is a powerfiil context for leaming...[but]

learning and experience are not one and the same. . .In order to learn fi-om experience.
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one must think about it and make sense of it" (p. 160). According to SchCn (1987a),

reflection-on-action does not always occur, but when it does, it is very valuable because it

fecilitates a deeper imderstanding ofpractice, or in the case ofteaching, pedagogy. SchOn

(1982) suggests that reflection-on-action is a legitimate and rigorous practice that

enhances professional growth. He proposes an epistemology of practice that situates

technical problem solving within a context of reflection-in-action. Schon (1982) states

that many practitioners feel uncomfortable admitting uncertainty mostly, in part, because

they feel this imcertainty will be perceived as a sign ofweakness. Yet, in this ^proach

teaching is an art that is practiced in an uncertain environment. He notes that practitioners

need to foster the legitimacy of reflection-in-action and to encourage its use in a more

rigorous way. In this way, the teacher recognizes teaching as an art that is practiced in >•.'

uncertainty. In response to criticism that reflection-in-action lacks rigor, Schon (1983)

notes that

. . .the study of reflection-in-action is critically important. The dilemma of rigor or

relevance may be dissolved ifwe can develop an epistemology of practice which

places technical problem solving within a broader context of reflective • < »t 'y^'h

inquiry. . .and links the art of practice in uncertainty and uniqueness to the i

scientist's art of research. We may thereby increase the legitimacy of reflection-

in-action and encourage broader, deeper and more rigorous use. (p. 69)

SchOn (1987b) introduced the notion ofa 'reflective practicimi', a situation where

people learn by doing in a virtual world. He describes a virtual world as a world of

practice, but is not the world of practice. The virtual world is a practicum situation within

which the master teacher takes the role ofthe coach who creates dialogue and r
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demonstrates learning by doing. During the practicum, dialogue between coach and

student becomes a dialogue of reciprocal reflection-in-action where each is reflecting on,

and responding to, the message received from the other. In this way, the practicum, or

reflective practicum, acts as a "hall of mirrors" because the teacher ofthe student also

becomes a student by watching and reflecting on student growth. Within the reflective

practicimi, the 'hall of mirrors' phenomenon creates an opportunity for the master teacher

or coach to use reflection-in-action and reflection-on action to mediate between their

espoused theory and their theory in use. Espoused theory refers to what teachers' say

they do; theory- in-use refers to what practitioners actually do. Sometimes, what teachers

espouse they do, is not what happens in practice.

According to SchSn (1987a) through reflection-on-action, espoused theory can be

reframed to more closely match the theory-in-use or vice-versa. In this way, the "hall of

mirrors" provides an opportunity for reframing; thus, the reflective practicum can provide

a way to reflect on, and then mediate, between espoused theory and theory-in-use.

Zellermayer (1991) explores the shift from technical rationality to reflection-in-action in

a professional development context. He outlines three basic premises; the first, that "such

change is a reframing process, in which practitioners transform and restructure their old

professional knowledge rather than abandon it" (p. 4). This implies that teachers must

identify the beliefs that characterize their old knowledge and look at how that knowledge

is transformed into new beliefs. This is similar to schema theory that suggests all new

knowledge is acquired through our ability to connect it with existing knowledge. In this

way, new knowledge is not additive, it is restructured. The second premise is that such a

change process requires critical inquiry on the part of the teacher. Critical inquiry is a
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mechanism for reframing; Zellermayer states, "It is through the critical interactions of

argimients that knowledge is generated, tested and acted upon" (p. 7). Arguments evolve

out of critiquing one's personal practice. His third premise is that this process of

transformation is very much a social process, "because events include participants and

are based on the social interactions ofthese participants" (p. 8). From this perspective,

professional growth is constructed from reflective practice and collaboration.

Zellermayer' s research suggests that given the appropriate contextual conditions,

experienced teachers can reframe their orientations towards teaching and learning in a

way that may challenge their existing paradigms, and therefore, may lead to professional

growth and learning. . b.

Zellermayer (1991) advocates for professional development opportunities that

focus on experimentation, interaction, and critical inquiry rather than those that focus on

theory-laden presentations. Most importantly, Zellermayer argues that professional

development occurs when teacher learning is organized to ensure opportunities for

practice, reflection, and collaboration. This approach to professional development is

situated within the belief that teacher learning is unpredictable and long term, and that

professional development must provide opportunities for teachers to construct their own

knowledge-base (Fenwick, 2001, Zellermayer).

The process ofreframing professional knowledge involves risk-taking, a social

process that is reconceptualized through reflection. In this way, reframing acts as

intermediary between theory and practice informing new strategies, and informing the

development ofnew strategies of practice (Russell & Mimby, 1991). According to

Zellermayer (2001), critical inquiries, along with social interactions, act as the
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mechanisms for reframing and reconceptualizing knowledge which, in turn, fecilitates

professional growth. .h;

A .... Meaningful Professional Development

According to Darling-Hammond and McLaughlin ( 1 996), professional

development opportunities are criticized for being non-contextual and isolated from the

world of practice. They are also criticized for being imposed from above, and for being

too technical in nature. The isolationist model ofprofessional development promotes and

reinforced the separation of teachers from meaningful, contextual knowledge and

autonomous practice (Borko, 2004; Feiman-Nemser, 2001; Lieberman, 1996; Scribner,

1999). The current organization ofteaching, teaching practices, and timetabling further

isolates teachers because it limits their ability to meet and form a coUegial environment

within the school. Opportunities for professional development often also isolate teachers

from their social environment and context of practice (Scribner). Schon (1987b) criticizes

technical and isolationist frameworks ofprofessional development as being inefficient

models ofprofessional learning. ' ,»
"^

»
;

-»

Darling-Hammond and McLaughlin (1996) argue that meaningful professional

development is participant-driven and grounded within teacher experience and inquiry.

They outline a number of characteristics of effective professional development. For

example, they note professional development must engage teachers in concrete tasks that

relate to teaching, assessment, observation, and reflection. As well, they argue that

professional devebpment should be grounded in inquiry, reflection, and experimentation

and that it should be participant-driven. Consequently, they promote collaborative
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approaches to professional development that involve the sharing ofknowledge among

educators and help to develop communities ofpractice.

According to Darling-Hammond and McLaughlin (1996), professional

development must be connected to teacher's work with students and it must be sustained,

ongoing, and intensive. They advocate for professional development that is supported by

modeling, coaching, and collective problem-solving. Finally, they identify the need to

connect professional development to other aspects of school change. In this way, they

suggest professional development can create new images ofwhat, when, and how

teachers learn. This requires capacity building policies that view "knowledge as

constructed by and with practitioners for use in their own context. . .rather than as

conveyed by policy makers, as a single solution for top-down implementation" (p. 597).

This view empowers teachers to be actively and constructively involved in school

change. ,; . . p

Erikson, Brandes, Mitchell and Mitchell (2005) argue for a situative perspective

ofteacher learning grounded in teachers' experiences that includes activities on-site at the

school. Similarly, according to Putnam and Borko (2000), situative learning provides

authentic learning experiences that involve thinking and problem solving. This type of

learning, they note, "is intertwined with their [teachers] ongoing practice, making it

likely that what they learn will indeed influence and support their teaching practice in

meaningful ways" (p, 2). Furthermore, Swain (1998) acknowledges this situative

perspective and includes the importance of reflection. He also notes that teachers learn

best when experience and observation are coupled with reflection. This model of teacher
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learning resonates with Schdn's (1983) notion ofthe reflective practitioner and in his

later work, the reflective practicum, and hall of mirrors (1987b).

Similarly, Little (1987) argues that the best professional development ofteachers,

no matter what the experience or skill level of the teacher, takes place within the context

of shared planning and problem-solving with other professionals. She goes on to state

that the way teachers relate to their colleagues influences their beliefs about what

comprises good teaching and development as teachers. Elliott and Woloshyn (2001)

support the notion that teaching is a social activity that assumes teachers learn from other

teachers. -

Constructing a Collegial Environment

Colton and Sparks-Langer (1993) designed a conceptual framework to guide the

development ofteacher reflection and decision making. The framework assiraies that

teachers leam from their experiences and that they construct mental representations from

their personal meaning. In their framework, they argue that a collegial environmental is a

fundamental requirement for the promotion ofteacher reflection and that in order to

facilitate reflective practice and dialogue, educators must first feel safe and nurtured. The

Colton and Spark-Lai^er model identifies four essential attributes of collegial

environments required for teacher reflection: efficacy, flexibility, social responsibility,

and consciousness. Efficacy is defined as "the teacher's belief that they can have an

impact on children and schools" (p. 50) and notes that teachers require this belief in order

to be motivated to examine their own practice and look for deeper meanings. They

describe efficacious teachers as those who are willing to experiment and take risks

because of their belief that they can improve the lives of their students. The willingness
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to take risk is also identified by SchSn (1982), Scribner (1999) and Zellermayer (2001) as

an important mechanism of learning and reflection. Colton and Sparks-Langer note as

well that low efficacy teachers would find such an endeavor too threatening. ;^ ;

Flexibility is identified by Colton and Sparks-Langer (1993) as important because

it involves taking on another's perspective and finding new meaning through

interpretation. Flexibility is also considered necessary for responsive teaching. It refers

to the ability to make on-the-spot adaptations and innovations; this is similar to Schfin's

(1982) reflection-in-action. Social responsibility refers to teachers' encouragement of

socially responsible actions in their students. This is demonstrated by their active

partkipation in their school, and in district and local communities; it is also demonstrated

by their willingness to care about others and contribute to larger social causes.

Consciousness, which Colton and Sparks-Langer also refer to as metacognition, is the

final attribute identified in the model. It is defined as the "awareness ofone's own

thinking and decision-making" (p. 50) and refers to the ability to explain the reasoning

behind actions. Colton and Langer-Sparks identify the need for precise language to

clarify teacher thinking or that of others as necessary for deeper reflection and awareness

of meaning. The Colton and Sparks-Langer framework outlines attributes of coUegial

environment that, in turn, support and encourage reflective practice.

Constructing Teacher Knowledge

Like Colton and Sparks-Langer (1993), Zeek et al. (2001) examined the critical

role of metacognition in what they term transactional inquiry. In their research on mentor

teachers in Professional Development Schools (PDS), Zeek et al. utilized transactional

inquiry as a way to engage mentors in sharing, responding, and reflecting on their own
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and others' stories on teaching. The mentors in their research were experienced public

school teachers who collaborated with university faculty to scaffold the professional

development ofpreservice teachers. Transactional inquiry is the term Zeek et al. used to

"describe the process of a group ofeducators responding to and reflecting on a text as

well as the responses of others to the text for the purpose of informing and

guiding... inquiry" (p. 381). In addition, Zeek et al. cited Rosenblatt's (1978) definition

oftransactional inquiry as a method to engage teachers in a series of transactions with

their own experiences and krwwledge, through narrative texts and a social context. .

Teachers kept a reflective journal and then discussed their journal entries and experiences

with other teachers in the study. The strategy began with a discussion of teachers' iVp

narratives of their practices, which surfaced as teachers reflected on their thought

processes and, thus, made them visible (c.f Connelly & Clandinin, 1990; Jalongo &

Isenberg, 1995; cited in Zeek et al.). In this way, transactional inquiry encourages

teachers to reflect on their beliefs and practices and it provides an opportunity for

interaction with colleagues. By using it, teachers were better able to critically examine

their own beliefs, practices, and struggles through their interactions with colleagues. It is

suggested that.

Hearing the stories ofteachers at many levels of expertise in different situations

can provide insight into the events that form their professional knowledge.

Reflecting collaboratively on the stories and their lessons can provide

understanding ofhow teachers make sense of their experiences and incorporate

them into their personal practical knowledge (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990, 1999;

Jalor^o & Isenberg, 1995; Richardson, 1994). Sharing stories and lessons among
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teachers can further build a sense ofcommunity, reduce the isolation so endemic

to teaching, and encourage teachers to see themselves as intentional practitioners

integrating skill and art into their practice. (Zeek et al., p. 379)

Zeek et al. suggest that as teachers reason and reflect on their own stories and the stories

of others, they are better able to revisit the success or lack of success they encounter in

their daily routines. - .

Zeek et al. (2001) found that mentor teachers were able to identify events that

were critical to their professional development and that transactional inquiry provided a

framework for discussion that could be used across school sites. They also found that

joumaling and storytelling helped teachers to reframe their professional knowledge. Their

work supported the view that knowledge is constructed through social interaction and

dialogue with others rather than in technical workshops. They noted that typically

researchers solicit the voices ofthose removed from the realities ofthe classroom

(administrators and legislators). In contrast, "the narrative mode adds the voices of

teachers and the feces of learners" thereby empowering them (p. 384). In this way

teachers are viewed as authorities who can respond to and analyze their own stories,

beliefs, and practices. Similarly SchSn (1982) views "a narrative is both inescapably

practical and theoretical... practitioners and researchers commit themselves to reflection

and deliberation in the construction of stories and narratives" (p. 263). This process leads

to new and deeper insights that could not have been gained through personal reflection

alone, and it encourages participants to reflect on practice (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990;

Jalongo & Isenberg, 1995; cited in Zeek et al.). This greater and deeper vmderstanding of
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personal practice is situated within a constructivist view ofprofessional learning (Zeek,

Foote et al.; Zellermayer, 2001). \' ;'> "

- Summary : s

The interest in professional development began in the 1960s, in response to the

larger demand for professional accountability. The success of Sputnik contributed to a

larger crisis of legitimacy that himg over all professions between 1963 and 1982.

Technical rational approaches to professional development were advanced that viewed

teachers as objects for training. These approaches were proscriptive and were most often

mandated by governments and central school authorities. Professional development

opportunities for teachers were often conducted in ways that isolate teachers from their

world of practice. .
"^

,

This lead scholars, like Little ( 1 987), Lieberman ( 1 996), and Scribner ( 1 999), to

argue that professional development activities reinforced teacher isolation and removed

teachers from their social environment and the context of their everyday practice. Even

by the 1990s professional development in education was described as a landscape littered

with failed approaches (Lieberman & Wood, 2001), and as still not meeting the changing

needs ofprofessionals (Cervero, 2001). Scribner (1999) observes that the problem is, in

part, that district and state policies privilege formal learning activities over less traditional

forms ofprofessional development. Consequently, teachers are driven to engage in

professional development they view as ineffective for practice but that are valued as the

means to Ucensing and salary advancement. v u n" O;; ' ,

SchOn (1983, 1987b) argued the professional development frameworks that

dominated the 1980s and 1990s were ineffective. He advocated for reflective practice as
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the means for professional development. He noted that the assumptions that guide

technical rational models do not support or authenticate the importance ofteacher

knowledge. His models of reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action influenced both

theory and practice. Similarly, Darling-Hammond and McLaughlin (1996) argued that

meaningful professional development is participant driven and grounded within teacher

experience and teacher inquiry. Little (1987) noted that the best professional

development of teachers, no matter what their experience and skill level, takes place in

the context of shared planning and problem solving with other professionals. Elliott and

Woloshyn (2001) found that teaching is a social activity that assumes teachers learn from

other teachers.

Collaboration is promoted as a way to create a community ofpractice.

Communities of practice allow contextual learning that is meaningfiil for teachers.

Darling-Hammond (1993, 1995) and Lieberman (1996) argue that collaboration is a

relevant and valuable means of professional development. CoUegial environments are

considered fundamental for teacher reflection (Colton 8c Sparks-Langer, 1993). For

example, in order to facilitate reflective practice and dialogue, educators must feel safe

and nurtured. Colton and Sparks-Langer identify four essential attributes ofcoUegial

environments: efficacy, flexibility, social responsibility, and consciousness. Their

conceptual framework provides as a guide for teacher educators who wish to develop

teacher reflection. The view contrasts mandated professional development that often

creates an atmosphere of surveillance and control and that is argued works to deskill

teachers (Fenwick, 2001).
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Zellermayer (1991) promotes professional development opportunities that focus

on e}q)erimentation, interaction and critical inquiry. Like Schon (1983, 1987b),

Zellermayer argues that professional development occurs when teacher learning is

organized to ensure opportunities for practice, reflection, and collaboration. This

approach is situated within the belief that authentic teacher learning is unpredictable and

long-term and that professional development must provide opportimities for risk-taking

and the construction ofknowledge.

Zeek et al. (2001) used transactional inquiry as a way to encourage teachers to

reflect on their beliefs and practices and to interact with colleagues. They found that

teachers are better able to critically examine their own beliefs, practices and struggles

when they interact with colleagues. For example, they found that hearing and sharing

stories with colleagues of different levels of expertise helped them to gain insight into the

events that shaped their professional knowledge. They suggest as teachers reason and

reflect on the stories and the stories of others they are better able to revisit the success or

lack of success they encounter in their daily professional lives. 2^ek et al. found that

joumaling and storytelling provided a way for teachers to reframe their professional

knowledge. Their work supported the view that knowledge is constructed through social

interaction and dialogue rather than through technical workshops.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES

The purpose of this research was to determine if three associate-teachers could

conceptualize the teaching practicum as a professional development opportunity. A

qualitative research methodology was chosen because this research was interested in the

perceptions and experiences ofpurposefully selected teachers (Merriam, 1998; Neill,

2007). This chapter provides a brief introduction to the methodology selected, as a well

as an overview ofthe research design. -

' 7,'
.

'

Rationale for Research Methodology s*. - < \rr;:'M' i
''

'

Qualitative research is used when the purpose ofthe research is to better

imderstand an experience, a perspective, or a process (Merriam, 1998; Neill, 2007).

Unlike quantitative research, which uses numerical data for analysis, qualitative research

uses words. It is employed when one seeks to understand and describe a human "• i -js

experience (Myers, 2000). According to Strauss and Corbin (1990), qualitative research

is broadly defined as "any kind ofresearch that produces findings not arrived at by means

of statistical procedures or other means of quantification" (cited in Neill, ^I 4).

In qualitative research, the researcher acts as the instrument for data collection

and analysis. The main types ofdata collection are interactive interviews, collection of

descriptions written by participants, and observations (Neill, 2006). The reason for

collecting this type of data is to better imderstand a phenomenon from the perspective of

those who experience it, and to understand the entire experience, not just a part of it

(Myers, 2000), Various data collection instruments are used to enstu-e the data collected

is trustworthy and credible (Caelli, Ray, & Mill, 2003; Creswell, 1998). ,i s.- V a
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Caelli et al. (2003) contend that the central aim of generic qualitative research is

to develop knowledge from concepts, models, and theories that evolve out ofthe data,

and are identified in the recurrii^ patterns, categories, or factors that exist in the data.

This requires inductive analysis, which, according to Strauss and Corbin (1990), with

reference to grounded theory, requires theoretical sensitivity, that is, the ability "to see

the research sitiiation and its associated data in new ways and to explore the data's

potential for developing theory" (p. 44). A process ofrigorous and structured analysis is

used to develop an inductive theory that emerges from the data (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).

Glaser and Strauss (1967) note that in this way, plausible relationships can be made

among sets ofconcepts that are directly developed from data analysis. \k .-K-ot^.fi '';> ^.

The purpose of this research was to inquire into associate-teacher perspectives on

the teaching practicum as a professional development opportunity. It was interested in the

perspectives of selected teachers who had acted as associate-teachers, and who were

considered to be rich sources of data. Consequently, a qualitative research methodology

was used. As outlined by Creswell (1998), participants were purposively selected to

capture their perspectives and experiences. As well, personal interviews and written

descriptions were used to collect data. The purpose ofthe research was exploratory, and

so a qualitative research design may be nwre appropriate, since the research is in the

beginning stages ofthe project (Neill, 2007).

Research Design

The following section outlines how participants were selected, how the data were

collected and analyzed, and how credibility and trustworthmess were ensured. As well, it
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outlines the limitations ofthe research and the steps taken to ensure ethical procedures

were followed. «

Selection of Participants

Three elementary school teachers were piuposefuUy selected as participants for

this research. They were selected from one school board in Southern Ontario. In r>

accordance with both the University and school board's ethics reviews, the researcher

asked key faculty members at the University to contact associate-teachers who met two

criteria: (a) they had worked in the school board for at least 5 years; (b) they were

teaching students between the ages of kindergarten through to grade 8; (c) they had

accepted at least one student-teacher in the past 2 years; (d) they would be accepting a

student-teacher for the April 2004 teaching practicum; and (e) they would be good

sources of data (See Appendix A). The key faculty members provided potential

participants who met the criteria information about the purpose ofthe study, as well as

contact information. If interested, potential participants were asked to contact the * ^ •

researcher by telephone; three people responded to that request. They were faxed a Letter

ofInformation and a Consent Form, which they returned to the researcher. After the

consent forms were signed, participants were contacted by phone and interviews were

scheduled at times and in locations that were mutually convenient.

Data Collection

Qualitative data were collected through interviews, participant narrative journals,

and the researcher's reflexive journal. Data collection occurred over an 8-week period,

starting with the selection of participants and ending with post practicimi interviews. The

data were collected in two phases: a pre practicum and post jM^acticum phase. In the pre
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practicum phase, data were collected through open-interviews that lasted 45 to 60

minutes. To maintain internal reliability during the interviews, interviews were conducted

in a systematic and consistent manner (Mathers, Fox & Hunn, 1998).

At the beginning ofeach interview, the interviewer introduced herselfand

explained the purpose ofthe study, why the participant had been selected and what would

happen to the interview data (Mathers, et al., 1998). Participants were also encouraged to

ask questions throughout the interviews. These steps were taken to estabUsh a rapport

with the participants. The pre practicum interviews began with structured questions to

obtain demographic information. The remainder ofthe interview was semistructured. The

Pre Practicum and post practicum interviews were taped and professionally transcribed

(Creswell, 1998). Both transcripts were emailed back to the participants for member

checks (Creswell). Prompts and cues were used to encourage the interviewees to probe

the questions further (Mathers et al.). For example, participants were asked to "tell me

more," to elaborate on original responses, or to follow a line of inquiry introduced by the

researcher (Creswell).

The pre practicum interview provided an opportunity to discuss the associate-

teachers' motivations and rationale for accepting a student-teacher. As well, it provided

an information session to inform associate-teachers on how to keep their participant

narrative journal (See Appendices B and C). The post practicum interview (See Appendix

D) took place upon completion ofthe teaching practicum. These interviews provided

opportunities for participants to reflect on their associate-teacher experiences, and to

voice their beliefs about the student-teacher relationship as an opportunity for »

professional development. " '

•
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In addition to the two interviews, participants were asked to keep a narrative

journal. The participants were provided with a series of questions and prompts to guide

their journal entries. A series ofquestions replicated from Zeek et al. (2001) study were

used. These questions were prompts to help the participants reflect on their daily

practices, as well as to provide an opportunity for the participants to reflect on the

possible benefits ofbeing an associate-teacher.

A reflexive journal was kept by the researcher throughout the study. The journal

provided a forum for exploring ideas, themes, and reflections on the research (Creswell,

1998; Gay & Airasian, 2003). It also provided a venue for internal dialogue and the

exploration of ideas, himches, and broader explanations that were embedded within the

data collection process (Creswell).

l0i' r.v:^njfj«'^-- -.'^ -

. ^ Data Analysis

Coffey and Atkins (1996) suggest that data analysis is a reflexive activity that

should continually inform data collection in an ongoing, dynamic process. Furthermore it

is suggested these inquiries are not linear, but rather they involve frequent revisiting of

data in light ofnew analytical ideas that emerge as data collection and analysis progress

(Lacey& Luff, 2001).

Analysis began after the first interviews were transcribed. The interviews were

transcribed verbatim and coded. The main concepts that arose in the interviews and

narrative journals were categorized and developed into common themes. The -

transcriptions cut and pasted according to categories during content analysis (Lacey &

Luff, 2001). The transcripts were photocopied into three different colours ofpaper; each

ofthe three participant's were identified by a different paper colour. This helped to keep
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each participant's comments, separated since the transcripts were cut into pieces for

analysis. In this way, words, phrases, sentences, and/or paragraphs became the units of

analysis and were arranged into groups according to initial coding and emerging themes

(Lacey & Luff) (See Appendix E). v . < v

The data were also organized into matrices for easy cross-referencing. The

matrices helped to identify a number ofkey themes. The themes were displayed in a

cross-tabulation chart, with individuals along the top ofthe table and main concepts

running down one side. Individual cells contained quotations or paraphrased points (See

Appendbc F). In addition, a graphic was developed to help display the concepts and

themes. The graphics helped to demonstrate how themes or categories related to each

another. A matrix ofcommon themes was developed for each participant. The visual

displays of data facilitated ongoing analysis. The visual displays allowed the researcher

to review and revisit the data in a new light. This process allowed for themes to emerge

and themes to merge into theories. -,c- »
.

Throughout the study, a reflective journal was kept to help define criteria for

coding, and recording emerging theories and questions (Creswell, 1998). The reflexive

journal helped to inform the analysis of the findings and discussion.

Methodological Assumptions

It was assumed that a qualitative methodology would provide valuable insights

into the perceptions of the associate-teachers. It was also assumed that associate teachers

would be rich data sources, and that they would be honest in their reflections. This

research assumed that teachers would use their reflective journals in the manner

requested, and that the journal would serve as a tool to guide their reflections. Finally,
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this research assumed that reflection-on-practice would be recognized by participants as

an opportunity for professional learning. i f > - h ^

Methodological Limitations

As a qualitative study, these research findings cannot be generalized to a larger

population or a different point in time. As well, because participants were purposefully

selected, it carmot be assumed that all associate teachers would engage with student

teachers in a collaborative manner that would promote associate teacher professional

growth. This research was limited to the amount of data that could be collected from two

participant interviews, one before and one after the teaching practicum, as well as the

data collected from both the researcher's and the participants' reflective journals. Time,

and the depth of associate-teacher responses limited the data that could be collected for

analysis. > ^ t;. > ,

Credibility and Trustworthiness

According to Caelli et al. (2003), generic qualitative research credibility involves

four key components: (a) the theoretical positionii^ of the researcher, (b) the congruence

between methodology zmd methods, (c) strategies to establish rigor, and (d) an analytic

lens for data analysis. The theoretical positioning refers to the researcher's motives,

presuppositions, and personal history that shaped the inquiry. In this research, the

researcher assumed the student-teacher practicum could provide some professional

development benefits for associate-teachers. This research was a qualitative study that

used personal interviews, participant journals, and a reflexive journal. Rigor was

established through triangulation of data, peer briefing, and member checks. Two

interviews and the narrative journal lead to triangulation of data. Data were collected and
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analyzed with rigor from a variety oftechniques to gain a deep perspective ofthe

research. No significant contradictions or differences were identified in participant

responses. • - <.

CredibiUty ofthe data was estabUshed by using peer debriefing and member

checks. Peer briefmg explored inquirer biases. The researcher discussed her findings and

data analysis with her feculty advisor, who helped to challenge and clarify meaning and

the interpretation ofthe data. In addition, the researcher provided participants interview

transcripts via email for possible revisions: This is also called member checks or

respondent validation (Lacey & Luff, 2001 ; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). An audit trail was

kept through the use oftaped interviews, taped and transcribed interviews, transcribed

and original journals, and matrices. The audit trail outlines methodological steps and

decision points which provide access to all data in their several raw and processed stages

(Lincoln &d Guba, p. 248).

Ethical Considerations >
>

Participants were provided with a written overview of the research, its objectives,

and its anticipated time requirements. The invitation to participate in the study explained

the voluntary nature of participation, and assured participants they could withdraw from

the research at any time (Lacey & Luff, 2001). Interested participants signed a consent

form and were ensured ofthe confidential or anonymous nature of the research.

Participants were asked to use pseudonyms when referring to student-teachers in their

reflective journals. The transcriber signed a confidentiality agreement. Pseudonyms were

used for associate-teacher and student-teacher during interviews, narrative journals, and
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this docuiTKnt. This research was approved by both the Brock Research Ethics Board

(#03-300 Sauer) (See Appendix G), as well as, the school board ethics review board.

-n-i: T'.'i- Restatement of the Problem

In Ontario and elsewhere, educators are asked to take part in mandated

professional development. However, other avenues ofprofessional growth that focus on

teacher reflection and collaboration through building communities of practice should also

be explored (Lieberman, 1996; SchOn, 1996). Rich opportunities for meaningful

professional growth may be developed through the associate-teacher/student-teacher

relationship. Historically, this relationship has been viewed as one in which the associate-

teacher teaches the student-teacher. Yet, research suggests that mentoring is a reciprocal

process that benefits the mentor as much as the mentored (Stevens, 1995). If this is true,

the teaching practicum may provide a taken-for-granted opportunity for professional

development. Because research suggests that teachers are often dissatisfied with

mandated professional development (Lieberman) there is reason to mvestigate alternative

opportunities. >v» •.
*
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH FINDINGS

This chapter presents the findings of data collected through: pre practicum and

post practicum interviews with three associate-teacher participants, their reflective

journals kept during the student teaching practicum, and the researcher's reflexive

journal. This chapter provides a description ofthe participants' professional personality,

their thoughts on the student-teaching practicum, and the associate-teacher perspectives

on its potential as an opportunity for teacher professional growth. i. • -

c'vp : ^ • Three Professional Personalities ' ''>

Participants ranged in age from 3 1 to 49 years. At the time ofthis study, they had

from 6 to 1 5 years ofteaching experience, and each had worked with at least three

student-teachers before they participated in this research. Data analysis revealed that each

participant had a different professional personality, and that their perspective on the

associate-teacher/student-teacher relationship and its potential for professional growth

was shaped by that personality. Each professional personality is highlighted in this

chapter. Discussion of the common themes that evolved and their relationship to the

literature is provided in Chapter Five. - "w^^ •" ' '
•:,">,,

Margaret - The Synergist •

At the time ofthis study, Margaret had 1 1 years ofteaching experience, and she

was teaching grade 4 at an elementary school of approximately 200 students in a medium

sized city in southern Ontario. Margaret used the gratuity she received as an associate-

teacher to subsidize year-end trips for her students. One ofher stated reasons for

accepting student-teachers was to have another adult in the classroom, particularly "with

class size being what it is today" (Pre Practicum Interview, April 2004). Margaret also
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indicated that assuming the role ofassociate-teacher allowed her to give back to the

teaching professioa She wanted the teaching profession to be "exemplary... I don't want

mediocre teachers ... I want good teachers in the system ..." (Pre Practicum Interview,

April 2004). As a stakeholder in the educational system, Margaret identified her desire to

participate in teacher education. For example, she noted that, •.-- i ., . . .
'•

. . . itjust solidified. . . my determination to be an advocatefor teacher training,

effective teacher training and to notjust sit back and not participate in that

process. It confirmed to me that I want a voice in how teachers in pre-service or

in-service are mentored and, and who gets hired and who doesn 't get hired (Post

Practicum Interview, May 2004).

Margaret identified the qualities she looked for in student-teachers as follows,

I want them to be innovative, energetic, enthusiastic, professional, really r ••

interested in the kids and the class, andjust show so much initiative that they

want to take over that class and make it their own. (Pre Practicimi Interview,

March 2004).

In reflecting on a challenging practicum experience from the past, Margaret noted that

she expected student-teachers to be prepared during their practicum. She stated

errq>hatically, . .r\i it^^,'!- ^>^. ,, ,

...this particular time it was a February block so their second block, and the

student-teacher was scheduled to teach after recess. And she had gone down to

the office or the staffroom at recess and the bell rang the students came in and

sat at their desks, I'm getting them controlled and she 's supposed to be coming

and I'm wondering where she is. She is supposed to be starting her social studies
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unit, and she comes into the class and whispers in my ear, I can't stay, I have to

leave, thefurnace man was coming tofix thefurnace. . .they bring all oftheir

issues and they expect to be compensatedfor that so thatyou excuse those issues

but that 's not what teaching is like, and that 's not what they are expected to do

when they are in the classroom, and that I think inparticular was very disturbing

for me. When they expect us to be lenient on them because oftheir life situation,

and we can support them, we can counsel them, but that is not what we are

grading them . . . There is not a double standard and sometimes they [student-

teachers]forget that...And it is not excusable (Pre Practicum Interview, March

Student-teacher Growth and Support

Margaret viewed the student-teacher/associate-teacher relationship as a forum for

student-teachers to grow professionally. She noted that the practicum provided student-

teachers with an opportvmity to learn from practical experience and constructive criticism.

She observed.

The student-teacher has to be willing to take . . . constructive criticism and often

they take offense at it or they make excuses as to why something happened the

way it did . . . They have to come prepared to hearfaults and improvements and

it 's all a growingprocess and they are learning (Post Practicum Interview, May

2004).

Although Margaret had high expectations for student-teachers, she also had high

exj)ectations for herself For example, when reflecting on the importance of providing

student-teachers with a working knowledge ofher classroom students she stated.
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You need to provide them [student-teachers] with the background, with what went

on [in the classroom before they came] . . . they need to know what experiences

the students have had before, so they can draw on them. (Pre Practicum Interview,

March 2004)

Professional Growth and Support • ^>

Margaret identified several opportimities for professional growth within the

associate-teacher/student-teacher experience. She emphasized the value of having an

additional adult in the room, and appreciated the extra support the student-teacher could

provide. She viewed the student-teacher practicum as a chance for additional t

observation, which allowed her to spend more tune focusing on her students. It also gave

her time to reflect on the programming needs of individual students and time to spend

one-on-one time with her students. In her journal, Margaret noted,

/ have two teachers now in the room - especially during Science when there are

33 students . . . it's afantastic opportunityfor me to make personal connections

with certain students whom you know are slipping thro ' cracks. I can stop and

give them the extra attention they need so much (Journal, April 2004). -?,•>

Similarly, she noted, .

When you are sitting at the back ofthe room, watchingyour students, you can

observe all the little things that go on andyou can see some ofthe interchanges

that are going on between your students or who is notpaying attention and it

gives you a chance to observe your student (Pre Practicum Interview, March

2004). . • :. -a ••.>;.'
, . - ^-<-;,.

,
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As well, Margaret identified some of the social benefits of having another adult in

the classroom. The student-teacher she was working with during this time had become

her confidant, someone she shared the rewarding and the stressfiil times ofteaching with.

She noted how easy it was to feel defeated and overwhelmed when negative experiences

occurred, and that the conversations she shared with her student-teacher helped her to

reflect on the negative and positive aspects ofthe teaching day. After these conversations,

she could go home feeling good about their accomplishments and with a sense ofresolve

over negative situations that may have occurred throughout the day. Margaret felt

especially grateful for her current student-teacher with whom she could share anguish and

laughter, and how this helped to provide relief from the stress of teaching.

After the teaching practicum was finished, Margaret noted that she missed the

physical presence and emotional presence ofthe student-teacher and the bond that he

developed with the students in the classroom. She stated.

When you have such an enthusiastic, energetic student-teacher it is contagious

andyou want to make every lesson meaningful, creative, and memorable. I know I

will miss him on Monday as Iget back to teaching 33 on my own. But he made so

many positive influences on so many. He touched each iruiividually inspiring them

to use their talents, persevere and have success. What more could we want? . .

.

He makes learningfunfor everyone- even me {Journal, April 2004).

Margaret viewed the practicum as a time to become professionally refreshed by

observing new lessons, reading new stories and novels, and incorporating computer

activities, like webpage design into lessons. She highlighted the extent to which the
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student-teacher in her class helped to rejuvenate her, and regenerate her energy and

enthusiasm for teaching. For example, she observed, ->

I had a difficult student teaching situation in February, it was, I was really run

down andfeeling unmotivated And not lookingforward to having another

student-teacher, I saw it more as a cumbersome activity rather than something

that was going to be goodfor the classroom. And it actually turned out to bejust

the opposite. It helped mefeel rejuvenatedprofessionally and motivated and

things that I hadforgotten to try that I used to do in the way ofclass management,

came back to me and it wasjust a great experiencefor me personally. To get

excited about things again after, this is myfifthyear teaching grade 4 so this year

it has been like, oh I'm not so excited anymore. And this gave me a chance to get

excited again and it helped me remember some ofthe things that I used to do that

I'm not doing anymore, sofrom that point ofview it really did affect my

professional outlook and attitude. He would remind me that this is what is

important this is what I need to keep doing, so that, from thatpoint ofview it

^es/iewec? /ny 0M//00A: (Post Practicum Interview, May 2004). ; • 'ft.

Margaret believed the new activities student-teachers brought gave her new ways to

approach units she has taught in the past. She also noted these new activities were

exciting to her students. Margaret outlined her experiences with a student-teacher, with

whom she was working at the time ofthe first interview, < ^ f .j>«*.
'

It was nice to see a new angle on a unit that had been myfourth year ofdoing it.

And so that was nice andfresh, so it was as excitingfor me as it wasfor the kids.
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He [a former student-teacher] has got so much enthusiasm and so many ideas and

we arejust building, the synergy is there . . .his ideas, my ideas, and the French

teacher 's ideas, and they are all going together. . . Thursday isJust going to be

outstanding, it is a great way to end hisfirst week (Pre Practicum Interview,

March 2004). v/ - .- • . .

These experiences exemplified the synergy and collahoration that Margaret appreciated

in the associate-teacher/student-teacher relationship. She shared her excitement and

celebrated her student-teacher's strengths in specialist subject areas. She also appreciated

the additional expertise the student-teacher provided, and the new and exciting teaching

experiences he brought. She noted that all of the student-teachers she had worked with

enriched her teaching experiences. .. .1
Margaret conceptualized the student-teaching/associate-teaching relationship as

one ofteam-teaching, with two highly motivated people involved in planning and

creating enriching activities for students. She contributed to the team-teaching experience

through continuous feedback, lesson plarming, and assessment strategy support. It '

provided her with an opportunity to collaborate, and Margaret noted the synergy created

through the team-teaching process as follows.

That synergy thatyou get when you team-teach is wonderful and there is not

enough ofthat in our profession. We are in our own classrooms and even though

you have your division meetings, you are still teaching one grade and the other

teachers are teaching other grades, so unless you are in a big school where there

might be two classes ofthe same grade, you don 't get to do a lot ofteam teaching

or planning. And that isfantastic because where one person might be getting stale
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or have no idea, the other person startsfeeding them that idea and that is really

excjYmg (Post Practicum Interview, May 2004). .. , / '

Margaret believed that the student-teacher and associate-teacher relationship was

mutually beneficial. She noted,

/ think that 's good because then new teachers are better equipped as new

teachers and they don 't have to struggle along, thefirstyear or two with those

aspects [planning and assessment], and they know that those two aspects need to

be done ahead oftime. And I alsofeel that um, we are expected to team-teach,

which is a benefitfor both, both ofus and the class (Pre Practicum Interview,

March 2004). ».'. ... • . . . r ' -v

Margaret viewed her role in the team teaching paradigm as one in which she was actively

involved in the lesson. She allowed the student-teacher to be the lead teacher to whom

she would give instructions and support. She described this relationship as collaborative

and felt that they would have been unable to con^lete a lot of their special activities

without this collaborative relationship. Margaret noted that the student-teacher helped to

increase her consciousness in terms ofher teaching practice. ; ^ ,• ,

He often showed so much initiative and concern that he would make me reflect

and wonder what was bestfor the children. [The student-teacher would ask] How

do I know that they have learned what I have taught them, which was really good

for me because some times you tend to get lackadaisical in your planning andyou

loose that motivation and it helped me get motivated again. Very conscious (Post

Practicum Interview, May 2004).

Margaret recommended active participation from both the student-teacher and the
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associate-teacher to achieve professional growth benefits. ; • *

Both partners have to he actively involved to benefit. And ifthat happens then

benefits. But it has to be active participation (Post Practicum Interview, May

2004) . . ..^i. - ^ - ,•* ' .
"'

^ --

The Reflective Journal v . ; .
'«. r . •

, ; , •

Margaret's reflective journal documented the inner dialogue she used to reflect on

her own pedagogy through the questions her student-teacher had asked and her student-

teacher's enthusiasm and meaningful lessons. In her journal, Margaret noted that the

process ofjoumaling helped her to reflect on her own professional practice. She felt that

it helped her to grow, and suggested that all teachers, whether they have a student-teacher

or not, should journal. She felt that joumaling provides a way for teachers to revisit and

resolve problems and suggested that revisiting and resolving problems promotes

professional growth. Still, the process required discipline:

I would come home at night and look at thejournal and think oh no I've got to do

that now. But actually once I got sitting down and reflecting it was, it wasfim to

do. And it was good to me to put into words how I wasfeeling. I think that was a

real growth periodfor me. I would recommend thatfor any teacherjust to keep a

journal about their professional year, about professional, not their personal life

but about theirprofessional year, because it does help you see growth or help you

think about concerns thatyou have and work through some ofthese concerns. It

really helps to write them down and see it and then go back and reflect on it.

Instead ofjust letting itfester and not getting solutions. When you write it down
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you get solutions. So that was good, that would be goodfor any teacher, whether

they had a student-teacher or not (Post Practicum Interview, May 2004).

Examples from her journal illustrate her reflections:

"A " (student-teacher) asks such good searching questions. He is very reflective

about his lessons. . . His concerns help me to reflect and take afresh look at my

teaching practices. Myfellow associate-teacher and I have established a rapport

we didn 't have previously so now I have a new work mate to connect with

(Journal, April 2004).

She asked pedagogical questions about the teaching profession:

Ifteachers aren 't involved, excited and willing to give themselves to the lesson,

how can they ask that oftheir students? (Journal, April 2004).

She also reflected on ways in which the student-teacher allowed her to enrich her

teaching activities in a way that she would have been unable to do on her own, and on

how this rejuvenated her professionally:

It also helps to have two teachers one male, onefemale to encourage connect and

support with such a large class. This month has beenfull ofenriching activities

that I could not have done alone. Having a student-teacher has allowed me to

provide my students with learning experiences they would not normally have. This

also rejuvenates my attitude to teaching . . . Having a student-teacher who is so

conscientious and determined to make learning relevant andfun has brought back

inspiration to me after a long challengingyear, to make the last 2 monthsjust as

/m'/gora//«g (Journal, April 2004). "
i

Margaret used her final journal entry to discuss the differences between a strong
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student-teacher and a weaker student-teacher, something she noted she now had a greater

appreciation for after her current experience: ^ i^> = ,;n i. ,

Ifind I appreciate things more having been in the backgroundfor a month. Many

positive after effects are still in place. This is the complete opposite to another

experience I had with a poor student-teacher. Then I had a lot ofnegative effects

to eliminate and catching up to do. It really can swing either way depending on

the student-teacher 's performances {Journal, April 2004). , "

Benefits to Students -vK^i*^^** isi;^' nt^ _
..

Margaret noted that a male student-teacher provided her students with a male role

model and different influences on the students in the classroom. She foimd this to be -

particularly useful at her school, which had a high number of single-parent families. She

observed improvements in student anger management, and an increase in self-esteem,

when an adult male role model took time to talk to students, shoot some baskets with

them, and threw the football while on yard duty. She observed, as well, that when he

taught them how to do Portuguese dancing, it became acceptable to them and it gave

them permission to engage in social experiences they otherwise would not have been

exposed to. ;

Mandated Professional Development versus Professional Growth

When asked about professional development opportunities, Margaret noted she

was pleased the Professional Learning Program* (PLP) had been abolished, and that she

' The Professional Learning Program was a series ofprofessional learning programs

offered to teachers in Ontario, who were expected to take 14 programs every 5 years. The

programs were mandated for all teachers of public schools in Ontario, aiKi teachers were

required to pay for their own courses. Teachers who &iled to comply risked losing their

qualifications to teach.
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felt free to focus on her own personal growth, and on professional development relevant

to her and her school. Margaret was confident that the in-school administration could

suggest and provide relevant professional development opportimities:

. . . now we canfocus again on what professional development we need as

teachers, and we can do those programs that are going tofacilitate the learning

community that we are in. Not because we need these little boxesfilled . . . I

volunteer with a program at our school . . . and it's a researcher-basedprogram .

. . and we were trained on that, it was three different training sessions, threefull

days, there are three staffmembersfrom the school that are involved in that . .

.

So it 's good that now they trust our professionalism, and the administrative end of

ot/rpr/nczpa/ (Pre Practicum Interview, March 2004). . ^*u

Suggestionsfor Improvement to the Pre-Service Program

Margaret recommended that teaching blocks be longer to allow student-teachers

to be involved in teaching a unit of study from start to finish. She suggested this would

allow student-teachers more time to be involved in developing long-range plans, and

conducting assessments.

Melissa - The Professional Role Model rcuntefv

At the time of this study Melissa had approximately 23 years ofteaching

experience and was teaching a split grade 6 and 7 class in a mediimi-sized city in

southern Ontario. She viewed the associate-teacher as a professional role model and

stated: '.
:

'•'- *^m» /*»'.••?' • 'khj ii^«-*iin '::, .'
. v .; i- --.

i

/ think we do model what it means to be a professional. I think we do show them

in a very concrete way what they need to be doing, every day in terms of
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programmingfor the students, both in the classroom and howyou can affect the

lives ofall ofthe children at the school by extracurricularprogramming (Pre

Practicum Interview, March 2004). (, ^

Melissa had high professional expectations of student-teachers, regardless of the teaching

block they were working in. She expected the student-teacher to understand

professionalism and take charge in a responsible manner. She made it clear that she did

not accept lackadaisical attitudes; student-teachers were expected to understand their

obligations and professional responsibility. She viewed the student-teacher as a sponge

and soak up as much information as possible about the basics ofteaching, information

that was mediated by her. Melissa reiterated how important it was for the student-teacher

to understand that s/he will be a professional and emphasized the need to be accountable

to all stakeholders. She described the teaching profession as being constantly under a

microscope. ^ '' - •- - ^iv-;;

Student-teacher Growth and Support

Margaret maintains the importance of each student-teacher to reflect on their

philosophy ofeducation in order to be accountable to all stakeholders, including

themselves and to recognize their personal growth throughout their educational journey.

She experienced, ; r -d

...my associate-teacher [student-teacher] this time was more than willing to... she

wanted to go out and buy the resources I had, and what I thought were the best

practices ...and whyyou believe. . .in the practices you are doing. I think it is only

going to benefits you in the long run (Post Practicimi Interview, May 2004).
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Professional Growth and Support

Like Margaret, Melissa discussed the benefits of having another adult in the room

because it reduced the student ratio, and because it provided time for her to observe and

find out what is best for students in the classroom as she noted in both the pre and post

practicum interviews:

/ think it 's possible to see students in a different way with the student-teachers. I

think that 's one ofthe greatest benefits (Pre Practicum Interview, March 2004)

. . . obviously the huge benefit is having anotherprofessional with you in the

classroom in terms ofnot only building activities and resources but also in

observing children andputting into practices what is bestfor every single child in

that classroom (Post Practicum Interview, May 2004).

Like Margaret, MeUssa conceptualized the practicum as a team-teaching

experience, and noted that the feeling of mutual trust that developed contributed to

positive experiences for her classroom students:

. . .we work together as a team in our complete trust that we are doing something

outstandingfor each one ofthese children (Pre Practicum Interview, March

2004). '---->
\

^ -*> i/:

She highlighted the professional conversations that occurred after school and at recesses:

She was excellent, very hard working very professional, um we would stay many

nights after school, talk all through recess and at lunch time, a lot ofcooperation

going on...I think we had a very goodprofessional relationship (Post Practicum

Interview, May 2004).
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As well, Melissa noted the new approaches to pedagogy that student-teachers bring to the

class, and the fresh outlook to existing classroom routines. She stated that this allowed

her to reflect more thoroughly on her own pedagogy:

I really enjoyed seeing her create activities that Iwouldn 't have thought of. I

really liked her, listening to her perspective on things, I enjoyed learning about

what she had done outside ofschool that made her experience so valuable and

made her so valuable, as aperson in our classroom, in our school. Um, I really

enjoyed looking at the resources that she brought in, notjust ones that she had

created but ones that she had gone out andfound because I know that I do that a

lot, I go out and Ifind resources and she wouldfind them in a differentplace and

so that gave me ideas ofwhat I could be doing as well (Post Practicum Interview,

May 2004). » .
•

Melissa viewed the associate-teacher/student-teacher relationship as a reciprocal learning

experience. She noted the practicum provided an opportunity to grow professionally. She

noted, ' - ....

/ think both people learn a lot because I think thatyour teaching only staysfresh

and interesting with new ideas, um and so no matter how great you are as a

teacher, no matter how great the team is you work with, ifthere is someone

valuable, someone new, someone who hasfresh ideas, then obviouslyyou are

only growing as a professional yourself. (Post Practicum Interview, May 2004)

. . . they are so enthusiastic, they are sofresh, they arejust , they arejust so eager

to become teachers and that 's what he loves. That they haven 7 so to speak come

into the trenches with what teaching can be like, and that 's certainly what I enjoy
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too, that I think what they have taught me is thatyou knowyou have to remain

open, you have to remain young inyour thinking andyou don 't get to the end of

your learning as a teacher (Pre Practicum Interview, March 2004).

[If] we [do not] continue to learn and growjust like in life, then we are not going

to ff'ow as human beings, but I think that um, as teachers we have to be really

open to new ideas that might be comingfrom the university, from the student, and

I think we have to be progressive in our thinking (Pre Practicum Interview, March

2004). ^,--xvy X. ...

MeHssa monitored all aspects ofthe student-teacher's learning, believing that

doing so enhanced her professional growth:

It isjust like anything else in your life, the more you put into it then obviously the

more you are going to get out of it, the more you are going to learn, um, and I

thinkparticularly when there is a student-teacher who is quite competent . . You

have to stay on top ofevery single aspect ofthatperson 's learning and then that

is only going to enhance your own learning (Post Practicum Interview, May

2004). ;j. V '*;*'« /)
'

For MeUssa, the student-teacher relationship incorporated such aspects of

meaningful professional development as collaboration and problem solving. This

reminded her ofthe importance of classroom management, and the challenges she &ced

as a beginning teacher. She described a situation in which too much responsibility was

given to student-teachers, and the unfavorable experience it presented. She acknowledged

this poor judgment and revoiced her role as one of continuous mentor:
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. . . when things happened that were maybe difficult, or challenging it made me

remember what it is like to be a beginning teacher; thatyou can 't ever letyour

guard down. You always have to make sure thatyou 're maintaining . . . control

ofthat class . . . we assumed that she fa student-teacher] would be able to do

something by herselfand she wasn 't able to do that so I think no matter whatyou

always have to. . . [have someone] beside them (Post Practicum Interview, May

2004). :
,c

Melissa provided an illustration of a negative experience that she framed through

the lens of professionalism. When a previous student-teacher did not meet her high

expectations for professionalism, she contacted the University and had the student-

teacher removed from her classroom. When recounting this experience she noted; ' p

// was really uncomfortable. . . I cannot begin to do the work ofhelping this

person become a teacher when they are acting in such an unprofessional manner

.

. . So itput me in a really uncomfortable position. . . they [sic] werejust not

professional. They were intrusive, they were obstructive, they were unprofessional

in terms oftalking about students infront ofstudents, when I was still teaching,

they interrupted me while I was teaching, they went through my resources while I

was teaching instead ofpaying attention to what was in place in myprograms . .

.

they [sic] didn 't behave as a professional (Pre Practicum Interview, March 2004).

This negative experience challenged Melissa's sense ofprofessional responsibihty, and

pushed her out ofher comfort zone. In reflecting on her role she noted, .: n>^ » -.

Last year my student-teacher was one ofthe very bright, bright people

academically and not a natural teacher, really struggled but um we certainly
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made a lot ofprogress and we continue to correspond and he works over seas

now and his class and my class are pen pals and so that 's really positive,

something that we can carry, something that we have carried on. In helping him

to grow and helping myselfto grow (Pre Practicxim Interview, March 2004).

The Reflective Journal

Rather than using the journal to reflect on the associate-teacher experience as

requested, Melissa used her journal as a place to communicate with her student-teacher

and offer positive feedback. Melissa explained that she valued the process ofjoumaling

and it was her regular practice when in the role ofthe associate-teacher. She noted.

Welljoumaling is something that I have always done with all ofmy student-

teachers so it wasn 't a new experiencefor me, I expect that thejournal that I keep

for them and with them that they are going to be reflecting on what I have written

downfor them and they are going to be adding their own comments or clarifying

somethingfor me, so obviously that has always been something that um that I

havefound helpful and that is why I have always done that (Post Practicum

Interview, May 2004). -v^

Joumaling and providing regular feedback to her student-teacher was a source of

reflection for Melissa. She outlined to the student-teacher how important daily reading

aloud to the students was to her. In this dialogue to her student-teacher, Melissa set a goal

for the student-teacher and also reflected on her own pedagogy about reading.

Really crucial thatyou are reading aloud to the students every day. I think in my

own program this is second nature and I tend to do it naturally. I think I haven 't

emphasized this enough as I reflected on your placement. Even in the older
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grades it must be vigilant in our efforts to read. So, with this in mind, how can you

"fit " reading into all ofyour lessons? A core non-fiction, fiction, joke book - an

articleform the paper a comic - the possibilities are endless. Let 's work on

incorporating reading in all subjects this week! (Journal, April 2004).

She also used her journal to question her student-teacher about other classrooms she had

taught in. Through this ongomg dialogue, she was able to probe into her own teaching

practice, reflect and soUdify her own pedagogy. In this exchange, Melissa wrote.

Homework Explanation. It will be interesting to see how these posters turn out.

This is a great activity. Remember to initial all work that you look at How was

homework checked in your previous classes? How about agendas? I'm

interested infinding out about the differences you have seen between school/class

in terms ofthe basic mechanics/tools in aprogram (Journal, April 2004).

The journal provided continuous insight into MeHssa's philosophy of education

with regard to homework. She reiterated the importance of high expectations for herself

her student-teacher, and the students in the classroom. This dialogue through her journal

provided a forum for reflection and reaffirmed her pedagogy. MeUssa wrote, w wW

Thankyou very muchfor sharing! We need to have high expectationsfor all of

our students and they will live up to those expectations. Ifthey don 7 we need to

ask ourselves as educators what we can do to help that studentfind success and

make connections. Students need to know we are not an island in our classroom.

There are bridges that we will walk over together and we are here to help you

reachyour learning destination. (Journal, April 2004). '
,

i
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Benefits to Students .

Melissa also noted that the experience of a student-teacher in her classroom

enhanced both the learning environment and experiences for her students. She explained.

And so I think it is a little bit more relaxedfor the students because you know it is

someone special, they know that the person is going to be doing different andnew

ac//v/Y/e5 (Pre Practicum Interview, March 2004). 1 . **;^%

Mandated Professional Development versus Professional Growth

Melissa was very active in Additional Qualification courses outside ofthe

school, as well as board workshops. She compared two different school boards'

philosophies ofprofessional development; her present board provided in-servicing

outside ofthe classroom and her past board employer provided professional growth

opportunities, like learning communities or action research, which fecilitated

collaboration. Melissa preferred teacher as researcher professional growth

opportunities, she explained, :;ndymrki'^f "^--ih ikr^^" .-:,' *« '.

Ifound the difference between here and there in terms ofprofessional

development is...I was part ofa teaching resources or a research team, so we did

the talkproject and that did count as Additional Qualifications but we were

teachers as researchers and um, so we did a lot ofpresentations, we did a lot of

work withfellow teachers. Here it 's somewhat different because here Ifind there

is a lot ofopportunities andyou are given a lot oftime to leave your class, andgo

and be professionally developed but I also think they need to do more work about,

around teachers as researchers and teachers asfellow collaborators in learning.
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So that we are given more opportunities to share our expertise (Pre Practicum

Interview, March 2004). ^ . /,»Tr \ •!'• t.

Suggestionsfor Improvement to the Pre-Service Program

Melissa had some concerns with pre-service curriculum. She felt that the

University is not providing student-teachers wTth a comprehensive reading program.

Melissa was worried that what she feels to be an inadequate reading program may have

far reaching implications for new teachers in their first years of teaching. She expressed

the need for collaboration between the University and associate-teachers to discuss and

make/give suggestions to pre-service curriculum. She noted collaboration would ensure a

/resh and cutting edge pro-am. She stated, '^«:t *-.\5! v ? >„.!,' >"' -^ >t^3 v?*****'- • ;

And are there conversations with teachers or is someone in a bureaucratic office

making that decision about what should be taught to the associates [student-

teachers] and how much planning is being done. Imean ofall my years of

working with the university, and working with the students I certainly have never

been approached by the university and had someone say to me here is the

curriculum guidelines do you have anything or wouldyou like to come and

monitor a class oryou know is there something different that we could be doing.

Because ifwe do indeed want education to stayfresh and cutting edge (Post "' ' •

Practicum Interview, May 2004). ' t\:

As well as,

...there are some really basic tools that a student-teacher needs to be instructed

in at the university level so that when they come into the classroom, they are very

confident...once they start their own program... about the programs that they have
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t4sed and the skills that they have acquired, and the tools that they need... I think

all ofthe students need to know how to do a miscue analysis, they need to be able

tofigure out at the beginning ofthe year, at the middle ofthe year, and the ending

ofthe year where a student is in terms oftheir reading ability and this gives them

very concrete [evidence] that they can share with parents (Pre Practicum

Interview, March 2004). » i.

Again, .' ' n-

It is always interesting to watch, to learn what they are teaching at the university

as compared to whatyou in the guts ofeducation see as what the need is, what

teachers should be armed with when they walk into a classroom in September so I

think that is valuable to know too. Thatyou know, ifthey are teaching xyz at the

university level andyou think that abc is important, then that becomes, that

becomes interesting too, to wonder why are they teaching that when you think

something different is the most important and who determines that curriculum at

the university level (Post Practicum Interview, May 2004).

* > ..flf. ' Scott - The Realist

At the time of this study, Scott had 5 years teaching experience and was teaching

Grade 8 homeroom and Grade 7 and 8 Science on rotary at a school ofapproximately 300

students in a large city located in southern Ontario. The principal requested that Scott

become an associate-teacher. He thought it would be a great idea because it would

provide another adult m the classroom who would help him to man^e his hectic

schedule. He also thought that the student-teacher experience would keep him fresh.

Scott's expectations of student-teachers depend on the time of year and what they have
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convicted in their education program. Like Melissa, he noted the value of

professionalism and he also noted the importance ofthe student-teacher estabUshing a

good rapport with the students. He noted, ^^ - ±:^-. Ma*: -

... the biggest thing that I expect is that they are professional in appearance...

that they have some kind ofexperience and rapport with kids, um, I don 't expect

that they have everythingfigured out (Pre Practicum Interview, March 2004).

For the final or April teaching practicum, Scott expected the student-teacher to

use effective classroom management strategies, to complete long range curriculum plans,

and to con^)lete culminating tasks and evaluations. By the final practicum, Scott

expected student-teachers to assume the role ofthe teacher; teaching most of the time j^j;

with minimal guidance. He explained, .
' ^a

That their classroom management is, is at a level. . . where they are productive

enough to get through lessons. . . they arejust generally able to take on the

majority ofthe, ofthe teachingplacement, I guess the majority ofthe teaching

time. As quickly as possible, with as little, not, with little or nor, or not as much

guidance as they think they need earlier (Pre Practicum Interview, March 2004).

Student-teacher Growth and Support

Scott noted a positive experience where an unskilled student-teacher experienced

professional growth throughout the practicum. He observed,

. . . they were really inexperienced and had no clue what was going on kind of

thing, it was pretty scary, uh, but then within 2, 3 weeks she hadgonefi-om pretty

much zero to doing a pretty goodjob so that was kind ofa good experience on the

one hand to take someonefrom that and to sort ofhelp her into, being able to deal
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with kids. Most ofit is in the, Ifind most ofthem are very goodplanners, but it 's

in the delivery and the classroom management where the real learning needs to

take place. Or takes place (Pre Practicum Interview. March 2004).

He explained that sometimes a student-teacher may not adequately conplete the

curriculum expectations and his students may fell behind in his long range plans. In these

cases, the associate-teacher would have to reteach and catch up parts of the curriculum.

He also suggested that classroom management may be more difficult after a student-

teacher leaves because sometimes inappropriate and undesirable behaviours evolve

throughout the course of the student-teacher teaching practicum. Therefore, when a

student-teacher leaves his classroom he may have to reground the students in terms of his

classroom rules and routines. However, like Margaret, Scott finishes by expressing how

he enjoys the energy a student-teacher brings to the classroom. ^' .t;i :. o

But sometimes ifyou have one that isn 't great, then it is more work, because you

have to start, you have to evaluate them, and then you have to really go back and

re-teach a whole bunch ofthings, and deal with the behaviour issues when they

are gone, so it can be a lot more work butfor the most part it is nice to have a

student-teacher in here with energy and things like that (?xq Practicum Interview,

March 2004). • .- : i

Professional Growth and Support

Having an additional adult in the classroom provided Scott with the opportunity to

observe the students in his classroom. Scott benefited from this observation time in two

ways: first, he was able to observe student behaviours; and secondly, he reflected on his

own pedagogy, more specifically how he taught lessons. He stated.
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Definitely when you see somebody else teachingyour class you see a lot ofthings

you wouldn 7 see being infront ofthem. Ifound that I was, that I could see some

ofthe kids when they are talking, when they are not doing, when they are not on

task, andyou always reflect well am I so caught up in what I'm doing that Iam

not noticing those things (Post Practicum Interview, May 2004). • :, <

In addition, the presence ofa student-teacher provided Scott with additional time to work

on administrative tasks like planning. He noted, > j*'

Wel.l I had the biggest benefit was I had somefree time. I was able to get some

administrative things done that usually getpushed aside until the last minute. . .,

while she was, once she was in a position where I could trust her with the class

and not have to monitor her so much, so yeah, the biggest wasfree time. •

He gained new insights on how the student-teacher planned imits and lessons.

Scott also explained that the student-teacher brought new resources to the classroom and

did a great deal of research. He professed that he learned a few things from the student-

teacher himself(Post Practicum Interview, May 2004).

And...just the way that someone else plans things and executes things...She

brought some resources, she did a lot of, she did a lot ofresearch and I learned a

few thingsfrom her (Post Practicum Interview, May 2004). ':..-< fy-t,^ .
^

Also,

Because you are constantly exposed to different ideas and knowing thatyou really

have to roll with it, andyou get afresh outlook I mean. . . ifI continue to do it [be

an associate-teacher] and hopefully I can keep myfinger on the pulse ofsome

kind. . . afresher perspective with a younger student-teacher. Sometimes you can
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get an older student-teacher coming in but I think age may play a different, play a

part in it too (Post Practicum Interview, May 2004).

Scott's positive experiences with student-teachers relate to collaboration in

technology. The student-teacher was effective at making conputer presentations. He

shared his computer resources and also taught Scott how to use the software more

effectively. Scott noted, • •

*

.

...one ofthe student-teachers I had afewyears ago was um, very into using

technology in the classroom, and sort ofusing PowerPoint, Corel Presentations

and um, this one individual had a good grasp... he gave me a disk with all ofthe

things on it, that he had done, so that actually helped me a great deal, because he

was actually better at making those presentations than I was. So and he showed

me, cause he knew things because he was so well versed with the technology (Pre

Practicimi Interview, March 2004). ^ > z^ i vf "s

He also noted that these PowerPoint presentations gave him new insight and ideas for

how he would teach these units in the upcoming year, vi . ; , ^ ;. .- -

And he was very good at giving, he did some ofthe PowerPointpresentationfor

the rocks and minerals unit, as well as, optic but he left though, but it helps me

with planningfor next year, getting a different spin on things (Post Practicum

Interview, May 2004), h •::';»

Scott believed that accepting a student-teacher into the classroom provided an

opportunity for professional growth because it forced him to be more conscious about

daily routines

.

y.
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Yes I think taking a student-teacher does help professional development because

it keeps you totally, consciously thinking about whatyou do everyday. You are

always thinking about classroom management, you are always thinking about '

lesson design you are always thinking about evaluation and assessment andyou

tend not tofall into, well I haven 'tfallen into the same, this day on everyyear I'm

going to do this lesson this way (Post Practicum Interview, May 2004).

The student-teacher encouraged Scott to reflect on his teaching, his reflections

inspired him to strive for creativity when teaching lessons. He reflected that a student-

teacher in his classroom helped him to realize than there is more that one way to

successfully teach a lesson. Scott observed, iu >
-'•

... looking back and givingyou a reason to reflect on what you are doing,

sometimes you get so busy that, you start delivering curriculum without maybe

looking at being a little more creative or different ways ofdelivering lessons. And

seeing that there are not only, one right way to do things. Which is good, yeah,

mainly I enjoyed, especially this time ofyear is to have a little bit ofextra time to

ge/ //i/Aigs (io«e (Post Practicvmi Interview, May 2004). - .;.{,,.• ^

While Scott watched his student-teacher, he reflected on his own teaching and

asked personal questions of his pedagogy. He wondered ifthe students in the classroom

may not pay attention to him at times. He inquired that he may become too involved in

the simple delivery of the curriculum and may miss student's inattention or inability to

follow his lessons. He also reflected on his own strengths and weaknesses. He found

joumaling facilitated his reflection on pedagogy. •
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As well as not only looking at what you might miss but I also see what I do right.

And what I, you know, some ofmy strengths as well as weakness, but definitely

reflect on would I do that differently would I do it, or would I do it the same. But I

found, yeah I was constantly, especially with thejournal, thinking about what to

write in thatjournal was reflecting about how I am implementing, lesson

planning, a lot ofclassroom management. That seemed to be the biggest, one of

the biggestfocuses at this point was in the classroom management, sort of

reflection on do I need to have better structure so that someone else can come

m/o // (Post Practicum Interview, May 2004). v- •' r

Scott discussed how student-teachers in the classroom help to examine weakness,

specifically content delivery. He suggested that student-teachers help to re-establish

teaching energy and help him to reflect on his practice. It seems as though a student-

teacher helps the associate-teacher to break out of his/her comfort levels and bring energy

into the classroom. ^.• 'ik^*, .' vr»;:p'.y;-^"'-* 3»' -r

. . . they [student-teachers] do make you look at your weaknesses ifanything. The

majority of, as you get into sort ofa routine and the wayyou deliver your lessons

can sometimes be a little monotonous perhaps andjust sort ofan energy that

some ofthem bring in. . . Ifind I go in spurts, creative spurts, they sort ofmake

you really think, the student-teacher really makes you think that, that's the way it

should be done, a lot of it Or should not be done some ofthe way or some ofthe

habits they have or some ofthe lack ofnot being able to see what is going on so it

makes me think am I like that or do I know what is going on more so. Just, yeah.
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totally makes you think about whatyou could or should be doing, reflecting on

what you are or are not doing (Pre Practicum Interview, March 2004).

The Reflective Journal

In his journal, Scott reflected on his student-teacher's patience level and

considered he may need to change his approach when dealing with students and his

rigidity in his own practice. He also acknowledged and accepted the idea that there are

different ways to teach the same task or activity. He noted.

She is very patient with some ofthe students that I have lost mine with! Perhaps I

need to lighten up and be more patient with some ofthe students. . . I'm trying to

come to terms with thefact that there are many ways to complete the same task

Suzy does things differently than I do, however, the outcome is the same (Journal,

April 2004).

Scott writes about his frustration with his student-teacher and questions the

qxialities of a teacher. He eludes that teachers are bom not made.

"Teach" not simply deliver information. We 'II see ifshe improves upon this. I

think that is something that cannot be taught. Teaching is a skill that requires

some intangible quality thatpeople either possess or do not. This is what

separates the good teachersfrom the great ones (Journal, April 2004).

In the journal, I asked the participants to write a narrative story about a situation

that may have gone wrong but worked well for the student-teacher. This is a very short

story that Scott entitled Ray Boxes. This story illustrates the potential vigor and possible

naivety that student-teachers may posses when attacking a problem. Experienced

teachers, like Scott, understand the negative consequences of a potentially bad lessons as
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a result ofdefective material and tend to avoid these potential lesson altogether. The

student-teacher, in this case, chose to niodify her lesson to suit her materials. ^ •

/ have had a lot ofproblems with the ray boxes. They are old and have not worked

very well in the past. Suzy checked them all over and modified her lesson to suit

the ray boxes. This made me think ofhow I should be more creative in lesson

design. I avoided using them (Jounml, April 2004). • .> . . ,;

Mandated Professional Development versus Professional Growth - »

Scott, like the other participants in this study, was very involved with his

professional development. He participated in Additional Qualification courses as well as

board level programs. . 'v!{;v v '^- A ? j ; o

Suggestionsfor Improvement to the Pre-Service Programme -^ \ .'u' .
^^

Like Margaret, Scott also discussed extending the length of the teaching

practicum. He felt that at the end of4 weeks the student-teacher is just starting to become

comfortable and is starting to achieve success in the classroom. He suggested adopting a

longer practicum period. In addition, as previously stated, Scott would like to see the

University implement an interim evaluation or a daily journal that would provide the

student-teacher with continuous feedback. Like Margaret, Scott also observed that part of

being professional is being able to receiving constructive feedback that acknowledges

strengths and weaknesses, and improving on these weaknesses. Scott outlined different

University evaluation techniques and he preferred a formal interim evaluation. He noted,

/ would like to see an interim evaluation ...a 2 week mark here is an interim, it

could be anecdotal, it doesn 't have to be soformal that but it should be apiece of

paper that says that here are your strengths, here are your weaknesses. . .. I have
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a littlejournal book that I do thefirstfew days, I write down the time, the lesson

and I'll write points down, you know what strengths, weakness, what I would have

done, just points to discuss at the end ofthe day. I think that is a good idea (Post

Practicum Interview, May 2004).

Scott found his most difficult experiences as an associate-teacher was when he

had to tell a student-teacher that they he/she was not having a successful practicum. Scott

found identifying student-teacher weaknesses, like lack ofpreparedness, lack of

initiative, poor rapport with the students, poor deUvery ofcurriculum, and inadequate

classroom management very difficult. As Scott had stated earlier, he felt that a formal

interim assessment would help with early identification ofthese weaknesses and their

subsequent remediation. One particularly negative experience involved a mature, male

student-teacher who had chosen teaching as a second career. This student-teacher came

from a cultural background where winking and touching were acceptable. In the

classroom, this particular student-teacher winked at the students and was overly friendly,

which made some students uncomfortable. Scott explained that these behaviours received

parental attention. Like Melissa, Scott's sense ofprofessional responsibility was

challenged and he was pushed out of his comfort zone. In reflecting on his role, he noted,

...he had a different spin on it, and he didn 't get thatyou can 't be winking at

grade 8 girls, uh, but it didn 7 go well, so we hadparents call, that this student-

teacher was winking at the kids. And touching them inappropriately, I mean it

dissolved. . .but that was kind ofa tricky situation, it wasn 't positive, it was pretty

negative but, and he was upset because he didn 7 get thatfact that, he took it very
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personally, it wasjust his way ofexpressing, you know rather than saying good

job (Pre Practicum Interview, May 2004).

Scott perceived inadequacies ofassociate-teacher candidates. He suggested some

associate-teachers may accept student-teachers in their classrooms for the wrong reasons,

like free time. He noted,

I've seen some people who have student-teachers who don 't have a, who use it as

a way to have someone else do their work Where as I don 7 think that should be

the sole, I think it is a bonus that you get a little bit oftime (Pre Practicimi

Interview, March 2004). , ^k..

Scott explained that he had had a student-teacher his very first year ofteaching and notes

that Universities have little or no discretion when taking associate-teachers. He also

noted, . r ..
'.

...my take on it is it's, they are very happy to have associate-teachers, so it's sort

of, there is, there was no screening on this end, like they don 't know, I mean some

ofthem may know me but they didn 7, / didn 7 have to fill out a questionnaire or

any kind ofthing to qualifyfor doing this, like I said I mean myfirstyear a had a

student-teacher... I have had a student-teacher every yearfor the, actuallyfor the

5 years I have been here, I had a student-teacher thefirst year, I guess it was

hard, I guess they were having trouble getting. ..people to accept students, it was

the blind leading the blind at that point (laughing) (Pre Practicum Interview.

March 2004).
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Scott perceived that the Universities have a hard time recruiting associate-

teachers and basically take who they can get. He suggested the University impose

a screening process or criteria before teachers can become associate-teachers.

/ think that there should be more ofa screening processfor people who are going

to be associate-teachers. To be honest, I think that there are a lot ofbad

teachers... that should not be teaching other teachers how to teach... I think that

there should be some kind ofcriteria. ..a screening process (Pre Practicum '.

Interview, March 2004).

Summary and Reflections on Questions >. ^: t
^

This research was guided by three questions: (1) What do associate-teachers

identify as the professional benefits ofbeing involved in the teaching practicum, (2) Do

associate-teachers believe the practicum provides a professional growth opportunity, and,

(3) Does a reflective journal increase teacher reflection? To avoid repetition, questions 1

and 2 are answered together below. The answer to question 3 is discussed last.

Professional Benefitsfor Associate-teachers

All participants identified ways they benefited fi"om working with student-

teachers. These benefits ranged from the more tangible benefits associated with having

an additional body in the classroom to the more abstract benefits associated to being able

to reflect more on their own values, and how those values were demonstrated in their

teaching practices (See Figure 1).
-

Tangible benefits ofhaving a student-teacher in the classroom were also

identified by all participants. They noted that having an additional adult in the classroom

provided them with additional time for observing their students, for completing platming
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and administrative tasks, and for helping them create more cooperative learning

environments. Scott noted that one student-teacher, in particular, contributed new

resources and technological expertise, enabling him to use a computer program more

effectively. All participants noted that student-teachers brought additional energy to their

teaching, and exposed them to new ideas and teaching resources. v

All participants also noted the less tangible benefits of having student-teachers in

their classrooms. These benefits related more directly to their own professional

development and growth. For example, Margaret observed that being an associate-teacher

reaffirmed her professional values and ideals, and helped to solidify her views on

effective teaching and effective teacher training. For MeUssa, it focused attention on the

need to model professionalism, and the importance of caring, and ofthe need to instill a

sense of caring in her own teaching practice. Similarly, Margaret suggested that the

initiative and the concern her student-teeicher demonstrated toward classroom student

caused her to reflect more closely on her own professional practice, and how she would

judge if students were learning. In his journal, Scott noted, "Perhaps I need to lighten up

and be more patient" with reference to his reflection on the care his student-teacher

demonstrated. ;
.

-" - '
. ^ -

« .

Margaret noted that her student-teacher helped to motivate her, and changed how

she reflected on her own practice. To use her words, it made her "very conscious" (Post

Practicum interview). Similarly, Scott observed that he reflected more on his own

practice during the practicum, and stated, .^i •
.

taking a student-teacher does help professional development because it keeps you

totally, conscious thinking about what you do everyday... classroom
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h>i management... lesson design. ..evaluation and assessment (Post Practicum

!»" Interview, May, 2004).

Although a heightened sense ofconsciousness about her own practice was not stated

explicitly by Melissa, she did note that she viewed herself as a professional role model,

and that the associate-teacher experience helped both her and her student-teacher grow

professionally.

Participants noted that the collegial relationship that developed between student-

teacher and associate-teacher was invaluable. As Margaret observed, "That synergy that

you get when you team-teach is wonderful." The value ofthe collegial relationship was

also stated by Melissa who said, "We would stay many nights after school, talk all

through recess and at lunch time, a lot of co-operation going on ... I think we had a very

good professional relationship."

All participants noted that their sense ofprofessional efficacy was challenged,

affirmed, and confirmed. This sometimes occurred when associate-teachers were placed

in difficult situations that caused them to move outside their comfort zone; for example,

when Melissa had to have a student-teacher removed from her classroom. As well, Scott

had to deal with parental complaints related to a student-teacher's inappropriate

behaviour. In both cases, this pushed associate-teachers to develop new skills. Other

times participants' sense of self-efficacy increased because they were able to positively

influence student-teacher growth. As Margaret noted, "It helped me feel rejuvenated

professionally and things that I had once forgotten. . .came back to me and it was just a

great experience for me personally." Melissa reflected, "You have to stay on top ofevery
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single aspect . . . and . . . enhance your own learning," and Scott observed "I also see

what I do right." > r ., \i •

The Value ofthe Reflective Journal

Findings suggest that the reflective journal was valuable, and provided a catalyst

for deeper reflection. For Margaret, the reflective journal provided an outlet for inner

dialogue and peer dialogue with her student-teacher and so provided a medium for

professional growth. She noted, '
. ^i^n

/ would come home at night and look at thejournal and think, oh no, I [have] got

to do that now. But actually once Igot sitting down and reflecting it was, it was

fun to do. And it was good to me to put in words how I wasfeeling. I think that

was a real growth periodfor me... it does help you see growth or help you think

about concerns thatyou have and work through some ofthese concerns. It really

helps to write them down and see it and then go back and reflect on it. Instead of

just letting itfester and not getting solutions (Post Practicum Interview, May

2004). Jr :
'«' ' twn -^ ,.t. II- , ,i • •: ;

As noted previously Scott found the journal pushed him to reflect on his teaching

practice. •>" [• ; •.:.

Ifound... I was constantly, especially with thejournal, thinking about what to

write in thatjournal was reflecting about how I am implementing, lesson

planning, a lot ofclassroom management...do I need to have better structure so

that someone else can some into it? (Post Practicum Interview, May 2004).

This research suggests that the teaching practicum has the potential to serve as a

valuable professional growth opportunity for associate-teachers, and that the journal
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helped facilitated this. The extent to which this can occur depends on both the associate-

teacher and the student-teacher, as Margaret reflected.

'.!v-'--- Key Findings sr-- io ?U;.r t;=t ,'ir>t>-i-\\s __ ,. ukw

In the following section, the key findings are organized as responses to the

questions that framed the research. The response to the first question outlines the f

benefits associate-teachers identified related to their professional growth; the second

reviews associate-teacher's perceptions of the teaching practicum as a valuable

professional growth experience; and the third reviews the perceived value of reflective

journals to facilitate professional reflection.

Question One: What were the perceived benefits ofthe teachingpracticum?

Participants identified a variety of practical benefits associated with having a

student-teacher in their classroom. Perhaps not surprisingly, these benefits included a

focus on the additional resources students brought to their classroom, such as resource

materials, expertise and skills, time, and energy. However, less tangible benefits were

also identified. These benefits can be arranged on a continuum, ranging from the very .

practical instrumental benefits, to those focused on reflection and increased k;r

consciousness of their own pedagogical practice (See Figure 1).

Participants noted that they benefited from the resource materials student-teachers

brought to their classrooms. These resources included instructional games. Power Point

presentations, and materials student-teachers had developed or had brought with them

from their universities. Participants noted as well that student-teachers brought their skills

and expertise to the classroom. This expertise included (a) technical skills - like

Portuguese dancing, webpage design, and computer software skills; and (b) pedagogical
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skills - like the ability to ask good searching questions and to make learningfunfor

everyone.

All participants stated that having student-teachers in their classrooms gave them

additional time to complete administrative and teaching tasks, like planning and student

evaluation, and that it allowed the participants to observe and spend more one-on-one

time with their classroom students. All participants also noted the positive energy their

students brought to the classroom. For example, Melissa noted that her student-teacher

created a more relaxed, fun environment, and that he provided a chance to get excited

again. Similarly, Scott observed that he felt a renewed sense ofenergy and had a.fresh

outlook on teaching after working with his student-teacher.

The energy that student-teachers brought to the classroom also benefited students.

With reference to her student-teacher, Margaret noted that he touched each individual

[student] inspiring them. She, like Scott, also stated that he provided her students with

learning experiences they would not otherwise have had. This was echoed by Scott who

observed that the student-teacher provided students with different learning activities and

also created a more relaxed learning environment. Margaret also suggested that her

student-teachers provided same-sex role models for classroom students.

In addition to practical benefits ofhaving an additional adult in the classroom,

participants observed that when they had 'good' student-teachers, the collaborative

relationships they developed with them contributed to their own professional and

personal well-being, and to the well-being of students in their classrooms. Margaret

described her student-teacher as a confidant, someone whom she could discuss the ups

and downs ofthe school day with. She stated, I have a new work mate to connect with.
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and noted the synergy that was created when she team-taught, how wonderful it was for

her, and that there is not enough ofthat in our profession. Similarly, MeUssa highlighted

the collaborative relationship she developed with her student-teacher, how many times

they worked together after school and during recess, and how valuable she found that.

She linked the concepts ofcollaboration and teamwork to teacher professionalism. Scott

also noted that he collaborated with his student-teacher to develop curriculum units. As

Walker-Hopp's (2002) mentoring research suggests, the student-teacher/associate-teacher

relationship provides "on-going opportunities for collaboration and collegiality that result

in meaningfiil growth and consistent renewal in teaching practice" (p. 5).

Participants also identified benefits that were nwre specifically directed on their

improved ability to reflect on, and become more conscious of, their own practice. For

example, Margaret observed that being an associate-teacher reaffirmed her professional

values and ideals, and helped to solidify her views on effective teaching and effective

teacher training. She noted that the initiative and concern her student-teacher

demonstrated toward classroom students caused her to reflect more closely on her own

professional practice, and how she judged whether or not her students were learning. She

also suggested that her student-teacher helped to motivate her professionally, and

changed how she reflected on her own practice. To use her words, it made her very

conscious, and that it helped her to remember things she had forgotten.

Melissa, who often related the associate-teacher experience to professionalism,

noted that the importance of caring, and ofthe need to instill a sense of caring in her own

teaching practice. She reflected, as well, that it enhanced her attention to the various

dimensions ofteaching, every single aspect, and that it enhanced her own learning.
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Similarly, Scott observed that the student-teacher allowed him to better see his own

practice, what he needed to improve, maybe I need to lighten-up more, and also what he

didright. „. *. •' ,-. .it;- .:^> "'•:* '-;'
:

'V-- '.: '-•"
•

= .-',-.. v

The remarks from all participants suggest that their sense ofprofessional efficacy

was challenged, affirmed, and confirmed in their roles as associate-teachers. This

happened when they were able to positively influence the professional growth of their

student-teachers. However, it also occurred when participants were placed in difficult

situations that caused them to move outside their comfort zone; for example, when

Melissa had to have a student-teacher removed from her classroom, and when Scott had

to deal with parental con^laints related to a student-teacher's inappropriate behaviour.

Being pushed to deal with uncomfortable situations, and addressing these situations

effectively, appeared to increase their sense of self-efficacy.
*

'

Question Two.- Can the teaching practicum be conceptualized as a valuable growth

opportunityfor associate-teachers? .1 h-:»^ - -
r -' - Aj.A^x-'Ci'it'^:-- :

As noted above, all participants felt they had grown professionally as a result of

their involvement in the teaching practicum. The data suggest that to some extent, at

least, student-teachers did act as mirrors that, as Schon (1987b) suggests, allowed

participants to reflect more deeply on their own practice. For example, as mentioned

above, it caused one participant to wonder if he needed to lighten up, and another to pay

more attention to how she judged student learning. Participants saw their own practices,

and their own strengths and weaknesses reflected in the practices of the student-teachers

they worked with. In their journals they were asked to discuss a surprise, Scott entitled

one journal entry Ray Boxes. In this example, Scott outlined a lesson that the student-
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teacher modified and adapted to fit damaged and broken ray boxes. At the end of his

entry, Scott noted that he would have just avoided using the ray boxes altogether;

however, after watching the student-teacher's lesson, it made me think ofhow I should be

more creative in lesson design.

In addition, two participants, Melissa and Scott, noted that even negative

experiences provided opportunities for professional growth. In these experiences, they

were forced to deal with uncomfortable situations they would not have encountered

otherwise.

Question Three: Do teachersfeel they reflect more thoroughly on their own practice after

they have been asked to keep a reflectivejournal?

Simply stated, all participants recognized the value of keeping a reflective journal

during the teaching practicum. It required discipline, and also helped participants reflect

more deeply on her own practice. As Margaret stated, it provided a way to revisit and

resolve problems, and, as Melissa noted, allowed her to probe into her teaching practice

which ultimately allowed her to reflect, reaffirm, and solidify her own pedagogy and

decisions she had made related to classroom routines and homework completion. In this

way, another participant also reflected on his own daily lesson planning and classroom

management strategies. All participants viewed the reflective journal as a highly valuable

practice that became the catalyst for reflection and an increased consciousness of

professional practice.

The respondents in this study supported bodies of research related to both the

mentor relationship and teacher educator relationship that examines their benefits (Olson,

2007; Stevens, 1 995; Zeek et al., 200 1 ).
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CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this research was to inquire into the teaching practicum as a

potential professional learning opportunity for associate teachers. Although the practicum

is typically conceptualized as a practical experience for student-teachers, research on

mentoring suggests that in mentoring relationships, the mentor benefits as much as the

mentored (Olson, 2007; Stevens, 1995; Zeek, et al., 2001). If this is true, the teaching

practicum may provide a taken-for-granted opportunity for the professional development

of associate-teachers. Since research suggests that teachers are often dissatisfied with

mandated professional development (Lieberman, 1 996), inquiring into the teaching

practicum as a meaningful professional learning opportianity seems worthwhile.

Three related questions guided this research. They were: (a) In what ways do

associate-teachers perceive they benefit when they act as associate-teachers during the

student-teacher practicum, (b) Can the teaching practicum be conceptualized as a

valuable professional growth opportimity, and (c) Do associate-teachers feel that keeping

a reflective journal during the teaching practicum helps them to reflect more thoroughly

on their own teaching practice? , xjVc ma ivtil ^
. a» mc-.J , vf ev?, t '.(izr^..

This chapter provides a summary of the research. It begins with a review ofthe

research design and a discussion ofkey research findings. It concludes with ,

recommendations for practice and theory that evolve from the research, as well as

suggestions for fiiture research- - - jk > ^n •' ov < >iaj(V:;S'»*>

Summary of the Study

The purpose of this study was to inquire into the potential ofthe student teaching

practicum as a professional learning opportunity for associate-teachers. Data were
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collected from the three purposefiiUy selected elementary school teachers from one

school district in southern Ontario. The teachers were selected on the basis that they (a)

had at least 5 years of elementary teaching experience, (b) had recent experience working

as an associate-teacher, (c) were slated to accept a student-teacher for the April 2004

practicum, and (d) were identified by university faculty as rich sources of data.

Data were collected through two sets of semi-structured interviews (pre and post

practicum), participant narrative journals, and the researcher's reflective journal. Data

were collected over an 8-week period that focused on one 4-week student teaching

practicum. Pre and post practicum interviews lasted approximately 1 hour, and were

audio taped and professionally transcribed. Transcriptions were returned to the •
<

participants by email for member checking. At the end ofthe pre-practicum interview, •

participants were given a journal and a series of questions and prompts, developed by

Zeeke et al. (2001), and asked to reflect on their experiences over the course ofthe ..

teaching practicum. They were also provided with to gviide their journal reflections (See

Appendix F). The journals were collected at the end ofthe post practicum interview and

used as a data source. The researcher's reflexive journal was used to explore ideas,

themes, and reflections and to provide an opportunity to explore broader explanations

embedded within the data collection process (Creswell, 1998; Gay & Airasian, 2003).

Once collected, the data were color-coded (Coffey & Atkins, 1996) and arranged

into themes. Words, phrases, sentences, and paragraphs became the unit of analysis

(Lacey & Luff, 2001). The data were then organized onto a matrix for easy cross-

referencing. This helped to identify key themes. As well, visual displays were developed

to guide the data analysis.
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Initial Findings p .'^ =•.

At the time the data were collected, the three participants were 3 1 , 40, and 49

years ofage and they had 5, 11, and 23 years of teaching experience respectively. An

initial review of the data revealed that each participant's professional approach was

different, and that their approach affected how they conceptualized and experienced the

teaching practicum. Margaret could be classified as a synergist, Melissa as a professional

role model, and Scott as a realist. Margaret was classified as a synergist because she

directed many ofher comments on the positive energy that student-teachers brought to

her classroom and the extent to which the student teacher's energy revived her own

energy, and the synergy it created within her classroom. She felt empowered and

motivated by the associate-teaching experience. Melissa was classified as a professional

role model because she made frequent reference to the ideals of professionalism and

because her reflections focused on the need for professional accountability, and on her

role as a model for future teachers. Scott's orientation was practical, and so he was

described as a realist since many of his comments were directed around the practical

aspects of having a student teacher in his classroom. He noted, for example, that student

teachers provided assistance with lesson planning, student assessment, and classroom

management. Despite these different focuses, aU participants identified ways they had

grown professionally as a result oftheir role as an associate teacher. ' - '^^ f • •

Discussion of Key Findings

All participants noted that the teaching practicum provided them with a valuable

opportunity to reflect on their own teaching practice, and that it pushed them out of their

comfort zone. When asked to identify the benefits of acting as an associate teacher.
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participants noted benefits that ranged from the very practical to the more abstract. From

a practical perspective, participants noted that they learned new skills from student

teachers. For example, Scott learned to use computer software, and Melissa shared

resources her student teacher brought into the classroom, as well as the ones she

developed while there. Learning was described as a reciprocal process, and all

participants noted that their student teachers brought new teaching ideas into the . > r

classroom. .•=•>< ^- ' ..' ^^.-
-

'^ ' - ri.iic!. i> '_

All participants noted that student teachers brought new skills, resources and

energy into the classroom, and that this benefited their students. Having an additional

teacher in the classroom gave participants a chance to observe, not only the student

teacher, but also their own students. For example, it allowed them to sit at the back of

their class to observe which students were on task and which were off, and which ^(^

students required extra help. As well, it gave them time to observe how students

responded differently to different teaching approaches. For example, in her journal,

Margaret noted that the practicum gave her an opportunity to make personal connections

with students, especially those who were "shpping thro' the cracks" (April 2004). i- ?s

Siinilarly, Mehssa noted that she valued the opportunity "to see students in a different

way," which she stated was "one ofthe greatest benefits [of the practicum]"(Pre

Practicum Interview, March 2004). These findings echo those ofOlsen (2007) who noted

that having student teachers in the classroom afforded associate teachers the opportunity

to direct attention on their [classroom] students, and that it allowed them to "Step out of

the on-going classroom narrative ... to reflectively observe their students in ways which
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were impossible as an active author and character. . .[and] to observe in-depth the

charactersoftheir students" (p. 16). crUi . - > .;• -iK'^- ;,%?»}«),',««.<*'..%{'»

Similar to Olsen (2007), who noted that associate teachers found "Interns

provided a breath of fresh air, bringing in enthusiasm and new ideas without the

accompanying sense of mandated 'shoulds,'" (p. 8), participants in this research

appreciated the energy and enthusiasm of student teachers. Scott feh a renewed sense of

energy and had a fresh outlook on teaching, and Margaret noted that her student teacher

inspired "every one" ofher students. Melissa referred to her student teacher as a

"valuable person" who contributed to the classroom and to the school by bringing in

resources, and new ways ofdoing things. All participants noted that the creativity and

energy of student teachers was enriching both for students and for them. Margaret even

identified behavioural changes she saw in her students when she remarked, "We saw so

many changes in . . . anger management . . . emotions . . . self esteem just because there

was an adult male in the room who could take a few minutes and talk to them . . . and

shoot some baskets or throw the football (Post-Practicum Interview). She stated that

having a positive male role model allowed boys in her class to enjoy activities they may

otherwise have been reluctant to, like Portuguese dancing, ri- . * - -
..*; l\

In her research, Olsen (2007) noted that student teachers brought a dynamic focus

on action, and experience rather than on policies and procedures" (p. 8). The practicum,

by its nature, is focused on practice, and participants' comments were directed around

lived experiences in the classroom rather than the demands of central offices. It provided

an opportunity for associate teachers to think about, and make sense of their own

experiences which, according to Ershler (2001), is essential if one is to learn. The
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literature on meaningful professional development emphasizes the importance of

experiential learning that engages teachers in concrete tasks such as teaching, assessment,

and observation (Darling-Hammond & McLaughlin, 1996). Participants identified this

type of learning occurred in their role as associate teacher.

Student teachers helped associate teachers to reflect on their own teaching

practice in a maimer identified by Schon (1983; 1987a) as reflection-on-action. At times,

student teachers acted as mirrors that allowed associate teachers to reflect back on their

own teaching as in the "hall of mirrors" effect identified by Schon (1987a). For example,

Scott wondered if he should "lighten up" after he observed that his students responded to

the more relaxed classroom atmosphere his student teacher created. He also wondered if

he was sometimes too "caught up in what he was doing" to notice what was happening in

his classroom. Melissa noted the value of collaboration with her student teacher, and

suggested that the student-teacher's questions made her reflect on her teaching practices.

For example, she stated that "the whole value comes in the conversations you have with

the student teacher and [that] helps you reflect on what your best practices are and why

those are your best practices."

The large question that guided this study was: Can the teaching practicum be

conceptualized as professional development for associate teachers? If professional

development is defined as reflection on action, then it appears the answer to this question

is yes. Darling-Hammond and McLaughlin (1996) argue that professional development

should be grounded in inquiry, reflection, and experimentation that is respondent-driven,

collaborative and interactive, and that it involves a sharing ofknowledge among

educators. Furthermore, Sch6n (1983, 1987b) argues that professional development
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should be contextually driven and that it should place technical problem solving within a

context ofpractice. Schon (1983) also suggests that professional development should be

"connected to and derived from teacher's work with their students" (p. 69). The teaching

practicimi focused the teachers in this study on pedagogy and practice. It also provided

the opportunity for collaborative reflection. Participants in this study noted that the t ''-

practicum provided an opportunity for collaboration and collaborative practice. Margaret

stated that teachers "don't get to do a lot ofteam teaching or planning. And [the

practicum] is fantastic because where one person might be getting stale or have no idea,

the other person starts feeding them . . . idea[s] and that is really exciting" (Post

Practicum Interview, May 2004). Melissa also noted, "there is not enough . . . ^r

[collaboration] in our profession" (Post Practicum Interview, May 2004). Margaret

appreciated her student teacher as a confidant, someone with whom she could discuss the

ups and downs ofthe school day. She described him as "a new work mate to connect

with", and noted the synergy that was created when she team-taught. Melissa also

highlighted the collaborative relationship she developed with her student-teacher, how

many times they worked together after school and during recess, and how valuable she

found that to be. She linked the concepts ofcollaboration and teamwork to teacher i v.n

professionalism. Scott also highlighted his collaboration in the development of

curriculum units. Walker-Hopp's (2002), in his research on mentoring, found that the

student-teacher/associate-teacher relationship provided "on-going opportunities for

collaboration and coUegiality that result in meaningful growth and consistent renewal in

teaching practice" (p. 5). This appeared to also be true for the participants in this

research. The advantage to the teaching practicum is that it does not remove teachers
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from the classroom. Olsen (2007) notes that "leaving the classroom to learn about better

ways ofteaching was in conflict with [associate teachers'] sense of integrity as good

teachers" (p. 8). ;<«: ^ ,>v :. -^

All participants identified increased opportunities for collaboration and shared

knowledge creation. In their role as associate-teachers, participants focused attention on

the concrete tasks of teaching, assessment, and observation, activities Darling-Hammond

and McLaughlin relate to effective professional development. Because they acted as

guides for student-teachers, participants also became more thoughtfiilly engaged in their

ownteaching. <i •- »: -";„.. -..^*u>f'--':"- *. A-'' si^r-'H' i • '*;j''v.^!<-'rH>' fik,' < r,

Langer and Colton (1993) identify a coUegial environment as essential for 't '-'^.

developing teachers' reflective decision-making ability. In this research, participants J

viewed the teaching practiciun as an opportunity for team teaching, and they collaborated

with student-teachers to solve problems of practice and to share teaching ideas.

According to Langer and Colton, reflection in coUegial environments can help teachers to

develop a sense ofconsciousness about their practice, as well as a sense ofprofessional

efficacy, greater caring, greater sense of social responsibility and increased flexibility. In

this study, associate-teachers indicated that they became more conscious about their own

teaching practice when they worked with student-teachers. Although they did not

explicitly state that the experience increased their sense ofprofessional efficacy, they

implied it in their comments, and noted it provided a source ofboth professional

rejuvenation and motivation. As well, it focused Melissa's attention on the importance of

caring for students, and Scott's attention on the need to rethink his expectations of
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students. This suggests that the collaborative environment that developed contributed to

associate-teacher professional growth. f^

A secondary research question this researched asked was whether or not a

reflective journal would be perceived as enhancing teacher reflection. According to

Connelly and Clandinin (1990) and Jalongo and Isenberg (1995), reflective joumaling

(which they refer to as transactional inquiry) leads to new and deeper insights that could

not have been gained through personal reflection alone. Similarly, Koutselini (2008)

recommends joumaling as a way to encourage teachers to reflect on their practice, and

she views journal writing as a self-supporting devise that en^wers teachers to reflect on

their actions, thoughts, feelings and ideas to increase understanding ofthemselves, others,

and the tasks they engage in. This research suggests that the reflective journal did provide

a catalyst for deeper reflection-on-action. AH respondents stated that the journal

facilitated reflection. Although Melissa used her journal as a means for collaborative

professional dialogue between herselfand the student-teacher, rather than for her

personal reflections, it still helped her to reflect on her own practice. As well, Margaret

noted that the journal was a place where she could revisit her thoughts ofthe day, and

that it helped her to reflect on possible solutions. Similarly, Scott considered the journal

as a place to reflect on his classroom practice. It appears that, as Zeek et al. (2001)

suggest, in this research the journal helped to fecilitate reflection-on-action. *
•

Implications for Practice ""

The findings of this study suggest that accepting a student-teacher into the

classroom, in combination with keeping a reflective journal, can be an effective means of

promoting reflection, and therefore, facilitating professional growth. According to Pines
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and Seidel (1999), the Professional Development School (PDS) is the cornerstone for

education reform and is based on the premise that exemplary teacher educators are

educating teacher candidates. This research suggests that the practicum can provide an

authentic professional development opportunity to teachers. This opportunity does not

involve tuition fees or long periods of involvement outside ofthe school day. For the

most part, this opportunity for professional development is easily accessible to the

teacher. ,-.. ^,
j --.

i),--*. -./r-si-' . .:» •"^ u '..
^

•• -j>< ^
-.^ <-i r,,_ >/,

At the moment, neither universities nor school boards view the practicum as a

professional development opportunity. This research suggests that there may be some

value in doing so. Using a professional growth angle to recruit associate-teachers may

help to increase their availability, and increase the quality of associate-teachers. It would

also provide an opportunity for universities to focus more attention on the ongoing "t

professional development of teachers, something school boards are often looking for.

Although beyond the scope of this research, it should be noted that participants

made recommendations related to the teaching practicum. For example, Margaret

suggested the length ofthe practicum be increased to 6 or 7 weeks. She felt this would

benefit the student-teacher, as it would give her or him an opportunity to become

established in his/her classroom management, and in the planning, implementation, and

evaluation of his/her units. Scott also suggested that student-teachers just start rolling

with classroom management and teaching when they have to leave the classroom. He also

suggested different assessment and evaluation procedures for student-teachers and noted

that on-going evaluation, especially an interim evaluation, would provide more

appropriate feedback to the teacher. Melissa recommended more emphasis on reading
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programs at the University level. She feh that student-teachers are not educated

sufficiently on how to teach reading, and consequently, were not adequately prepared for

teaching. As well, she felt that the University should be collaborating with teachers on

preservice curriculum. •<;' <' . :r \ .

In addition, Scott was also concerned with the quaUty of associate-teachers and

suggested a better screening process. These findings are similar to those ofRoss (2002),

who notes the importance ofassociate-teachers for the future success of the novice

teachers. Ross recommends that associate-teachers be chosen based on their ability to

mentor student-teachers, not solely on their content knowledge or teaching proficiency.

Ross suggests offering on-going courses at the university level to associate-teachers that

focus on mentoring, and reflective practice. She concludes that a teacher education model

centred around a shared vision ofmentoring and reflective practice between faculties of

education and school partners should facilitate the advancement ofprofessional

development, improve the quality of teeiching, and promote student learning that meets

the need of every student. . . 'r-s- . ., ^i .

< Implications for Future Research v .^'

This research contributed to the literature on professional development and

teacher reflection. This research also supports SchSn's (1987b) contention that

researchers must work uphill against the notion that the teacher is a blank slate who

needs to be trained and has nothing to bring (T[ 30). This study suggests that more

research should be centred in the classroom, and furthermore, that teachers should be

viewed as active participants in, not passive recipients of, the professional growth

process. Additionally, meaningful professional growth can occur when it is embedded
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within the classroom. In this environment, the associate-teacher critically solves problems

through content rich, learning centred experiences (Atkinson & Colby, 2006).

More research needs to be focused on teaching practicum as an opportunity for

collaborative interaction with other professionals. The practicum experience creates a

virtual world that provides uncertainty, situations ofconfusion and messiness that is

essential for reflection and professional growth, and that is relevant to teachers.

Joumaling coupled with the dialogue and reflection in the practicum provided an

opportunity for professional growth.

Margaret, who had the most years ofteaching experience, was able to articulate

the most benefits during the student-teaching practicum. It would be interesting to

examine the associate-teacher benefits based on their years ofteaching experience,

borrowing from Diamond's (1988) developmental model of teacher's professional

development.

As well, research focused on the student-teaching practicimi lends itself to action

research. Action research is considered by Koutselini (2008) to be a rewarding practice

that gives teachers the opportunity to revisit and reconceptualize their understanding of

the curriculum, and teaching and learning.

Concluding Thoughts

The literature suggests that current professional development opportunities are

viewed as isolated from practice, overly rich in theory and technical in nature. This

research suggests that the teaching practicum can serve as a professional development

opportunity that is contextual, immersed in practice, and provides opportunities for

reflection. Overall, in this study, the associate-teacher/student-teacher relationship helped
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the associate-teacher become more conscious of his/her own practice. It also encouraged

a commimity of practice that focused attention on collaboration and reciprocal ;ii j v^

professional growth. From a practical perspective, the student-teacher provided an

additional adult in the classroom, opportunities for opposite gendered role models, and

new perspective and approaches to teaching. It also provided a collaborative and team-

teaching environment, the opportunity to reflect more deeply on practice, and an

opportimity to build new professional relationships. . . \ I'-v ; v

v' >-'-H

4« ,-•.
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Appendix A

Telephone Script with Faculty Member

"Hello, my name is Leigh-Ann Sauer and I am enrolled in the graduate program at *

University. I am conducting research to fulfill my requirements for my thesis. The topic

ofmy research is examining the potential professional development opportunities

provided by the associate-teacher/student-teacher relationship. I understand that you are

involved in counseling groups and I wonder ifyou could forward my letter of information

to possible candidates. Would you be willing to do this?"

Ifyes, the participant selection criteria were outlined. ^ '

• The associate-teacher has worked in the chosen school board for at least five

years

• The associate-teacher teaches grades kindergarten to eight '
'"'

• The associate-teacher has accepted at least one student-teacher in the past two

years

• The associate-teacher will be accepting a student-teacher for the April 2004

teaching practicum

• For the purpose ofthis qualitative study, these participants will be good sources of

rich, descriptive data

Ifyes, the researcher would fax a letter of information to faculty member with the '''

anticipation ofpossible participants contacting her.

Thank you, very kindly for you help, Good bye"
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Appendix B

Pre Practicum Interview Questions

Interview Questions

1. Gender: '

2. Age: •..^ ;?.
.,i -. .

3. How many years teaching:

4. Why have you accepted a student-teacher into your classroom?

5. Have you accepted student-teachers in the past? : - .i;

6. Can you tell me about your expectations as an associate-teacher?

7. Can you tell me about the University's expectation ofyou as an associate-teacher?

8. When was your last professional development course?

9. Was it a board mandated workshop. Additional Quahfication course, or other?

10. Please tell me about a positive experience you have had with a student-teacher in

your classroom.

1 1

.

Please tell me about a negative e)q)erience you have had with a student-teacher in

your classroom.

12. Do you feel that you leam new thirds from having a student-teacher in your

classroom? In what ways?

13. Do you find that having a student-teacher in your classroom helps you to improve

your own teaching practices?

Probes

Tell me more v it

Can you explain that situation a little more
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Appendix C

Journal Instructions >

The following question is taken from Zieek, Foote & Walker, 2001 :
*

c ,
(

i w m

"Tell me about an interesting thing that your student-teacher did that turned out

better than you thought it would". (Bring these ideas and stories to the first focus

group, we will discuss these stories) . ,: <. .

(a) Give the story a descriptive or provocative title.

(b) What is the moral ofthe story?

(c) What message does this story have for you as an experienced mentor?

The purpose ofthe journal is to help you reflect on your daily experiences with your

student-teacher. Please:

o Take time daily to reflect on your times with you student-teacher.

o While observing your student-teacher, reflect on your own practice.

Jw^.^'' .•-:- -i»M ' 'r-'-iy V cqmtK- ;'K' f«M tht. :S .;': -n;-

"•" 'Vrtll '.;.. .?:.-'

To keep all information confidential please use pseudonyms when writing about

student-teacher and event throughout the day.
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Appendix D

Post Practicum Interview Questions

Interview Questions

1

.

Tell me about the professional relationship that developed between you and your

student-teacher throughout the course of this teaching practicum.

2. Throughout your experiences with your student-teacher, were you able to reflect

about your personal teaching practices.

3. Which aspects ofyour practice did you think about most?

4. Was the journal writing experience a useful one for your own professional i

development?

5. How could the associate-teacher/student-teacher relationship be improved?
j

6. What benefits did you receive from having a student-teacher in your classroom?

7. Do you think this relationship is a valuable learning experience for: the student-

teacher only, the associate-teacher only, or both the associate and student-

teachers? Why? * ' '
'

. .

'

8. Do you think the experience of the associate-teacher should be counted towards

!

your professional development or development?
\
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Integrated Matrix
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Why the participant Itecanu an Associate-Teacher
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Negative Past Experiences with a Student-Teacher
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Reflection on Personal Practice
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